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A new walnut baffle for dynamic speakers.
The sides and top are cane and the back is
open for best frequency response. See page 8

Tubadapta improves TONE by preventing'
overloading of power tube.

FERRANTI
Radio Products

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, INC.
1775 Broadway

HOOK-UP WIRE

for

New York City

Real Reception

Send for free Lynch radio manual

THE BRAID SLIDES BACK

insulated wire and as convenient as bare wire. You cannot scorch
or burn Braidite with a soldering iron.
Use Braidite in your next set.
Bate as

At All Dealers
35c
25 Feet Stranded
30c
Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Black
25 Feet Solid

FREE Send us the name and address of your dealer and
we will send you a sample package of
Braidite FREE. Include 10c for Postage.

:

:

quality

MOMP/ONS To. Set Builders

amplifiers
speakers.

and

One good radio idea may be worth

High grade iron core chokes for
"B" Eliminators. Three range

millions. Barawik has thousands of ideas
for radio set builders to make more money.
Barawik's Big Radio Book will help you

while elections are on and big national

CORNISH WIRE CO.

SO Church St.

duty

heavy

Highest

audio and output transformers
for power and general purpose

events stir the world.

Send for your copy today - NOW.

New York City

Cans' Stadia"
CHICAGO. U. S. A.
BARAWIK CO. ..,12C

0100_0000Q,

Westinghouse.
Double Range

kinds

all

of

portable meters. 1,000 ohms per
volt. 10/50/250 scale. Three
range portable meters. 200

ohms per volt. 150/7 % volt
and 15 Mill. scale with switch.
By -Pass condensers-2MF-200
volt and 400 volt.

0-°T50 volts

Technical data and prices sent
on request.

FERRANTI, Inc.
130 W. 42nd St., New York

FREE!Table Model Voltmeter
THE Westinghouse double -range
(0-71/2, 0-150 volts) table model

voltmeter, illustrated at left in full
size, is a precise and sturdy instrument, a product of the famous
Westinghouse laboratories. Each
meter bears the imprint "Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.," as il-

lustrated, and is packed in a red box
bearing the Westinghouse registered
trade mark as well as the Westinghouse Company's name and address,

while the box contains an instruction sheet published by Westing-

Ferranti, Ltd. Ferranti Electric
Hollinwood

England

r For That Increased
B Voltage.-

Need more detector or intermediate voltage from
that B -eliminator? If so, just connect a STANDARD CLAROSTAT or a DUPLEX 'CLAROSTAT

across B macimum tap and the tap

ereasvd.

radio.

Your

dealer

will

gladly

show

you the Clarostat line and furnish
If you prefer, write
us for same.

literature.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.

291

Specialists in Variable Resistors
N. 6th St.
: :
Brooklyn, N. Y.

C I A ROSTAT

PAT. OFF.

REG. U. S.

The scale is read through a sturdy
crystal.
There is a mirror strip between the
low -reading numbers and the base line of
observation. The
Double range table model voltmeter; scales, 0-7% the scale, for closest
respect to its own revolts and 0-150 volts; made by the Westinghouse needle is read in mirror
strip to insure
the
in
Electric & Manufacturing Company.. Accurate to 1% flection
The knifeplus or minus. Equipped with built-in zero corrector. utmost accuracy of reading.
pointer is another aid to precise
34" connecting cable with tip jacks furnished with each edge
reading.
meter. Illustration is actual size.

VICTOREEN
Super Coils
Write tar Fres Sitiesrisb st
New Visteress eh -suits

Geo. W. Walker Co.
2825 Chester Avenue

Meter Employs Dynamic Principle

THE mechanism consists of a strong, permanent magnet of aged steel, a moving
coil (d'Arsonval
movement), and a knife-edge pointer counterbalanced in two directions. The needle comes
quickly to rest on the silver -etched dial.
End -stops are built in.
The low scale (0 to 71/2 volts) reads r4 of a volt per division, with ample room for closer reading,
while the high scale (0 to 150 volts) reads 5 volts per division, with closer definition equally' easy.
At rear are three binding posts, equipped with lock washers and
anchor bevels, so that the lugs of the 34" connecting cable are held
tightly in place. The other end of this cable %has tip jacks. ;The
cable is external to the meter, but is furnished with eacfb. meter.
Due to adequate resistance per volt, the meter may be used to
measure any direct current voltage source, up to 150 volts, including
batteries, dry cells, Edison
B eliminators, B batteries, storage A and
cells, house electric current (110 volts DC) etc. It will not measure
alternating current.
Every one should seize at once this remarkable opportunity to own
a really fine meter-an instrument that will fill any one with pride
of ownership, because of its precision and beauty.
Send $6.00 now for one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD and

to be in-

You can adjust the Clarostat to provide

any desired voltage. And there are many other
applications for these Clarostats in bettering your

house.

The meter is contained in a black,
highly polished, moulded bakelite
casing, tilted back a little, in which
natural position the extreme accuracy of reading is obtained. The
meter has the attractive appearance
of a boudoir clock.

Limited
Toronto, Canada

Dept. B

Cleveland, 0.

"BRUNO" COILS
Wound on quartzite glass;
construction;
gain per stage.
low -loss

high

tilhis meter will be sent free.

This offer is revocable without notice! Act NOW to avoid disappoint-

If we receive your $6 too late for you to cash in on this offer,

ment.

we will return the money to you the same day it is received.

99RF

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City

$2.50

Enclosed find $6.00 for one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD,

(52 numbers, one a week) and send as a premium one Westinghouse double scale table model voltmeter (0-7Y and 0-150 voees
direct current).
0 Present subscribers may take advantage of this offer by putting a cross in the square above, remitting $6 and signing coupon.
Subscription will be extended one year.
Name
Address
I City

State

NO OTHER PREMIUM WITH THIS OFFER

Rear view of meter, with
cable attached.
The center post is always
minus. The post at right is
for 0-150 volts reading, the
one at left for 0-71/2 volts.
Each post is planily marked
on the casing.
connecting

99 TUNER

$3.75

99RF is useful as an antenna coil where
high selectivity is desired and as an inter stage coupler for all tubes, battery or
AC, except screen grid tubes. Tunes with
.0005 mfd. only.

99 Tuner is a three -circuit coil for any
standard circuit using a rotatable winding.
Tunes with .0005 mfd. only.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145 West 45th Street, New York City

RADIO WORLD, a weekly, paper, published by Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation, from Publication Office, 145 West 45th Street, New York N. Y.
Phone: BRYant 0558 and 0559. 15c per copy, $6 per year. This issue is dated February 23d, 1929, and is Vol. XIV. No. 23. Whole No. 361. Entered
as second-class matter, March, 1922, at the post office at New York. N. Y., under Act of March, 1879.
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SPEAKERELAY
Cat. No. III

$2
For connecting two speakers by turn of

you operate the other speaker alone. Excellent for store demonstrations or home
use. Earphones may be substituted for
speakers, one to play
$2.50

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET
Just East of Broadway

NEW YORK CITY

Screen
Grid Universal
As Specified by Herman Bernard

SCREEN GRID COILS
for the

What You Get

knob so that at No. 1, left, you operate
one speaker alone; at No. 2 you operate
both speakers together; at No. 1, right,
one speaker.
Cat. 1234 for connecting 4
et a time

Complete Kit of Parts for the Four -Tube

3

LI, L2 -One Screen Grid two.
winding RF transformer. with
tenter -tapped secondary; Model 5RF for .0005 fd. U,
1.4 -One Screen Grid high Impedance intents°, IORRIRe.
with center -tapped primary; Model 5TP for .0005 at&
Cl-One .00025 mfd. Aerovox grid condenser, with slip,.
C2, 03 -Two Hammerfund Midline .0005 mfd. tuning

C4 -One Hammariund Junior condenser; Cat.
No. MCI I (50 mmfd.). RI -One Lynch metallized grid
leak, 2 meg. R2 -One No. 622 Amperite, with mount.
R3, R4, 115 -Three No. IA Amperites with three mounts.
Rh -One 50 -ohm rheostat. TI, T2 -Two National new
audio transformers. SW -One filament switch. PL -Ono
condensers.

pilot light bracket with lamp.
Pointers.

Two

knobs.

Four

Two dials with two dial

binding

(Ant.. Ond.,
Speaker
plus,
Speaker minus). Ono 10x20 -Inch
minus self -bracketing submits!, with
seekets affixed, and Including hardware
and Insulating washers. One 7x2I-Inch
drilled Bakelite front panel. One ninelead battery sable.
One Peewee clip.
posts

4 -tube SG Universal
Antenna coil, Model RF5
for .0005 mfd.
$1.01
Antenna coil, Model RF3
for .00035 mfd.
1.25
Coupler, Model TP5, for

$

35.0=me
0
NET

.0005 mfd.

2.M

.00035 mfd.

2.25

Coupler, Model TP3, for

SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143 West 45th Street
New York City

Blueprint Free With Each Kit Order

CUSTOM SET BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.

KELLY
TUBES
Prescribed for the

Immediate Delivery and

57 Dey Street, New York City

Tel. Barclay 8659

10 -Day Money -Back Guarantee

Corner Greenwich Street

Screen Grid Universal
One screen grid 422
Two 410A at $1.00 each
One 412A (for 135 volts)
or One 471A (for 180 volts)

2.00
LOS

Send $7.50 for set of four tubes for this receiver.
Specify whether power tube wanted is 4I2A or 47IA

KELLY TUBE COMPANY

New York City
10 -Day Money -Back Guarantee

57 Dey Street

LONGER LIFE
BETTER TONE
MORE VOLUME
401A

412A
471A

UX499
420AC
427AC

440 (high mu)
422

(screen grid)

422

2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
2.00
3.50
1.50

Unusual Results on Four Tubes!
How much can one achieve on only four tubes? The new Screen Grid Universal is the answer. It meets all the requirements of the wavelength
reallocation, brings in distant stations distinctly, affords exceptional tone,
and is easy to build. You'll be surprised at the results. Your friends, too, will
admire your receiver. You can sit them 'down in your parlor and give them loudspeaker reception of distant stations they never heard of -100 -watt stations, too
The screen grid tube is used as a radio frequency amplifier in a new and most
efficient manner. Correct circuit design and co-ordinated parts make this circuit

Very Selective, Yet Lots of Volume!
Two dials tune in the entire wavelength band, using either .0005 mfd.

or .00035 mfd. tuning condensers. The
circuit affords all the selectivity you
need, separates stations excellently and

3.50
3.50

480

SCREEN GRID UNIVERSAL!

outstanding. Build it now I

$1.00

4X Special Detector

Build the New

without "background reception," and

SCREEN
GRID

despite this

fine

selectivity, affords

more than enough volume, so that you
must tone it down with the volume
control, even on far -distant stations!
The screen grid RF tube is followed

Our 02 stands up.

440 HIV

by two -01A tubes, while the output
tube may be a -12A or -71A power
tube, depending on whether you have

great for resistance or

disposal.

KELLY TUBE COMPANY

Screen grid coils especially designed

for this receiver permit you to obtain
any desired degree of selectivity, but

57 Dey Street, New York City

always with a high level of reproduced
Recent Issues of RADIO WORLD, 15 cents each
'Any number published in 1928 available
for a

short while. Six issues 75 cents, 10 issues $1.00.
Send stamps, coin or money order NOW, before
the
issues are sold.

RADIO WORLD,

Street, New York City.

the laboratory model of this receiver as constructed by Herman Bernard, the designer.
It is a remarkable blueprint, because the wiring that is done on top of the subpanel is
shown just as you want it, in the actual
manner of its appearance Also, the wiring
underneath the subpanel is shown as it actually appears. Hence there are two separate,
clear life-sized views on one sheet, not just
one view, made to appear "transparent."
When you turn the subpanel upside down
for underneath wiring you don't have
to
imagine the direction the leads take. Nothing is left to the imagination.

135 volts or 180 volts maximum at your

Impedance audio

45th

The circuit is stable, easy to build,

easy to
tune. Build it from the official blueprint
and
the theoretical expression and constructional
details in the December 1st, 8th and 15th
issues. This blueprint was made directly from

145

West

sound. The primary of the interstage
coupler is tuned, while the secondary
doubles the voltage by step-up ratio.

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., Now York CRY
(Just East of Broadway)
Enclosed please find $1.00
which send ms
at once a blueprint or the 4for
-tube Screen Grid
Universal Receiver, as designed by Herman
Bernard.
45c

extra

Radio World.

for Dec.

1st,

8th,

15th

Name

Address

City

State
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N. Y. MUNICIPAL
STATION JOLTS
WAVE -SHARER
Unable to obtain what it considered as

adequate consideration from WMCA
its channel -sharer, WNYC, the munici-

pal station of the City of New York (526
meters), has given up all hope of dividing

Universal Denies

Offer of Stock
Washington
The Universal Wireless Communications
Company, Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y., recently

granted forty short waves by the Federal
Radio Commission for message transmission and reception, while the Radio Corporation of America was granted none,
does not at present "intend to make any
general public stock offering," said Dr.

John Nathansohn, t h e corporation's

eral representative, before a House com-

time each day with WMCA and has

mittee.
"The money will be provided," continued

mission's alternative of broadcasting every
other day.
WNYC issued the following statement through Albert Goldman, Commissioner of Plant and Structures, under
whose department the station functions :
"Pursuant to the advice of the Corpora-

the present stockholders and by such additional stockholders as the directors may
invite in until the economic soundness of
the proposition has been demonstrated,
not only to the satisfaction of this company and its officers, directors and stockholders, but to the reasonable satisfaction

fallen back on the Federal Radio Com-

tion Counsel, I beg to advise you that
WNYC will broadcast pursuant to the

license dated Nov. 1, 1928, the subsequent

order of the commission dated Nov. 13,
and the continuation license of Jan. 25,
1929. These licenses and order provide
that the city's station shall have full time

on alternate days, beginning Monday, Nov.
12,

A Weekly Paper published by Hennessy
Radio Publications Corporation, from
Publication Office, 145 West 45th Street,

Latest News and Circuits
Technical Accuracy Second to None

15c per Copy, $6.00 per Year
[Entered as second-class matter, March

1928, and Station WMCA full time

on alternate days beginning Tuesday, Nov.

Dr. Nathansohn, "by the directors and

of persons and corporations having an
interest in such a subject."
Bankers had advised the issue of common stock for financing and distribution
by national organizations,

COOLIDGE PICKS

WMCA's Position
Donald J. Flamm, president of WMCA,

THE NEW BOARD

"WMCA stands ready to offer its entire
facilities to the city of New York for the
broadcasting of all the civic functions and
educational programs that are of importance to the people of the city.

Washington
The Federal Radio Commission will
have its full complement of five members
if Congress concurs, as President Coolidge
has appointed the following:

-

"Both WMCA and WNYC are New
York City radio stations, using a New
York air channel. WNYC is operated and
managed at a cost of $50,000 per year,
thus using $50,000 of the city taxpayers'
money for the broadcast of civic functions
and educational features.

"WMCA, on the other hand, is an independently owned and operated station,
costing the city nothing.

Offers Use of Station
"Despite this, WMCA is prepared and
stands ready to save the city this $50,000
cost by offering its transmitter, studios
and entire facilities to the city for the
broadcasting of these civic functions and
educational features."

Mr. Flamm and Marion K. Gilliam,
managing director of WMCA, went to

Washington about the time division.
WMCA recently went on the air when
the municipal station was broadcasting the

reception to Capt. J. T. Fried and the
Previously a speech by Charles Evans

other officers and the crew of the America.

Hughes was cut off because WMCA was
scheduled to take the air. Several times

both stations have been on the air at
the same time on the same wave.

BOARD WINS IN

2 COMMITTEES
Both

Washington.
the Senate Interstate Commerce -

Committee and the House Committee on,
Merchant Marine and Fisheries favorably

reported to their respective bodies the White -

Watson bill to extend the life of the Federal Radio Commission for one year, to,
March 15th, 1930. Both houses are ex-

pected to pass the bill, although preference

under the rules would be necessary, and
President Coolidge would sign it.

The bill also provides a salary of $10,000 for chief counsel of the Commission,
with $7,500 for each of three assistant counsel.

The testimony, in general, taken before
the two committees, developed a favorable
attitude toward such continuation. However, Commissioner Orestes H. Caldwell'
opposed it, as did Col. Manton Davis, gen-

eral counsel of the Radio Corporation of

13, 1928.

said :

BILL TO EXTEND

America, on the ground the Board exercises

dual power-administrative and appellate-

and might be retained to pass on controversial matters, while the Department of Commerce would handle the administrative work.

Hoover to Remain Silent
The turn of events, with the likely enactment and signing of 'the law, changed
a proposal for Herbert Hoover to discuss
the radio situation in his inaugural address.
The administration of radio is highly

Arthur Batcheller, to succeed Orestes
H. Caldwell (First Zone).

technical and should be in the hands of

SIIM Pickard (Fourth Zone).
Mr. Batcheller for years has been Federal Radio Supervisor at New York City.
He hails from Natick, Mass.

portant appellate and judicial duties of reviewing the controversial cases brought before it, without being overloaded with ad-

Prof. Cyril N. Jansky, Jr., to succeed

experts, Caldwell said, and the Commission'
itself should be left free to perform its im-

have had wide experience

ministrative detail.
The Radio Division of the Department of
Commerce he 'said, is manned with experts
and the necessary apparatus, "and is best
fitted to take over the work of radio supervision, leaving to the Commission the work

Commissioners :

ing as an appellate or review board, passing
upon radio controversies, and so safeguarding the rights of the public and of radio ap-

Prof. Jansky is in charge of the radio
study at the University of Minnesota.

Both of the appointees are members of
the Institute of Radio Engineers, and both
in practical
radio affairs.
President Coolidge also nominated for
reappointment the following Federal Radio

Ira E. Robinson (present chairman) for

two years.

Eugene 0. Sykes for five years.
Harold A. Lafount for four years.
Arthur Batcheller.said in his office in

New York City :

"I declined the job of Federal Radio
will do me any good if they want me
to serve. I do not know what steps Washington will take on a letter I sent disCommissioner, but I do not suppose it

couraginrr the proposed appointment. If
they want me to serve as Radio Commissioner I probably will have to do it, however."

originally contemplated for it-that of actplicants."

Didn't Know Job Well
He stated that the Commission would

have worked to better advantage had it had
men acquainted with the technical problems.
"No doubt the allocation would have been
finished many months ago and taken effect
in July, and would have given a satisfactory
arrangement in accordance with the principles of sound radio," he said, in emphasizing that radio is a technical problem from
the administrative viewpoint. The reallocation which became effective in November,
(Continued on next page)
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REALLOCATION

A Thrill in Her Trill
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DAVIS OF RCA

IS TENTATIVE,

TELLS WHY ITS

HOUSE IS TOLD

STOCK SOARED

Washington
The House committee, in favorably re-

Washington
Public confidence in the future of radio

porting the bill to extend the life of the
Federal Radio Commission one year,
which it did unanimously, submitted a
report to the House. Extracts from this

was responsible for the remarkable rise
in the price of Radio Corporation of
America stock, Col. Manton Davis, vicepresident and general -counsel of RCA,
told the Senate Committee on Interstate
Commerce.
"The rapid rise was a surprise to the
officers and directors of RCA, just as it

report follow:

"Your Committee are of the opinion
that we should again extend the original
authority of the Commission. Its members are intimately acquainted with the
problems within the broadcasting band of
frequencies. By the legislation of last
year there was forced a readjustment of
radio throughout the United States. Fol-

was to investors generally," said Col.
Davis.
"The cause of the rise was largely
psychological, due to the public's idea of
the great future possibilities of radio.

lowing long study and exhaustive hearings
the new plan of distribution of radio
facilities was put into effect not yet three
months ago.
Reallocation Tentative

"The set-up worked out is of necessity
tentative in character and must be subject
to change from time to time as experience
develops defects in the plan or as opportunitiqs for improvement present them-

The public visualized a repetition of the
stock value rise that characterized Ford
and American Telephone and Telegraph,
NINA

GORDANI, LYRIC PRIMA
DONNA, RECENTLY HEARD IN THE
RADIO - KEITH - ORPHEUM HOUR,
OVER A NATIONAL BROADCASTING
COMPANY CHAIN

selves.

"Your committee believes that the experience and knowledge gained by this
Commission during the last three years
and in particular during the latter months
in perfecting

the present broadcasting
system should be further availed of.

policy and the assignment of a limited
number of frequencies to an almost unlimited number of applicants."
"To these problems the attention of
the Commission has been directed. It
seems to the Committee that here again
are tasks which should continue to engage
the thought and efforts of the Commission; that these responsibilities should not
be transferred to a new authority.
"The Commission for nearly two years
has been a party to negotiations carried
on with the neighboring countries of
Canada, Mexico and Cuba, with respect
to the use by these nations and by the
United States of the frequencies within
both the broadcasting bands and the socalled continental point-to-point band.
Within a month, members of our Commission have been in Canada in conference with Canadian authorities on this

FOR PASSAGE
(Continued from preceding page)
he declared, was a "compromise but against
scientific knowledge."

"Radio was handled best and complaints
were fewest when the administration of radio was in the hands of the Department of
Commerce, under Secretary Hoover," stated
Mr. Caldwell.

He pointed out that the Department of

Commerce has 135 people in its Radio Divi-

sion of whom 65 are trained radio men,

whereas the Radio Commission has a staff
of 82, of whom only four are exclusive radio men.

subject.

Efficiency Retarded
Asked whether the Commissioners worked
together, Mr. Caldwell said the delay that
comes from five men with different points
of view "simply stops all progress." Administrative efficiency, he declared, "will al-

Consequences of Failure
"A failure to reach an agreeable understanding with these nations would

them routine. Under such conditions, major
issues are often lost sight of. The formula-

threaten the most efficient service in all.
The Commission should he able to continue these conferences now in process.
It is not the part of the wisdom to
abandon them or to completely change
the representatives of the United States.
"The Committee directs attention to the
fact that should we fail to pass this legis=
lation we should be obliged (1) to build
up in the Department of Commerce an
organization comparable in numbers and
in duties with that of the Commission, or
(2) the Secretary of Commerce would
have nominal responsibility only. Without
such an organization he would of neces-

sity be compelled to refer to the Commission every problem of consequence
and every matter of controversy. If,

therefore, the Commission must face in
truth the difficulties of radio regulation,
difficulties complex and ever changing, it

should be invested with original authority."

ways be retarded where five men have to
consider and pass upon each detail in connection with thousands of items, many of
tion of progressive or consistent policies is
interfered with, and the public interest is

not necessarily safeguarded in important
cases."
The only technical solution for radio

broadcasting, said Commissioner Caldwell

is to set aside 50 or 60 cleared channels in-

stead of the present 40.

Had this been

done many existing situations causing complaint could have been solved, he said.

THORDARSON APPOINTS HEALD
Chester' H. Thordarson, president, has

announced

the

appointment

of

hold on."

Brokers Hold Blocks
Col. Davis denied that the rise in RCA
stock had anything to do with any fight to
gain control of the corporation.
In telling about holders of RCA stock,
Col. Davis recounted that blocks are held
by brokers for customers. He cited some
examples:
J. S. Bache & Co.
common, 625 shares

BILL RUSHED

Within the past year has come a new

interest in point to point communication
by short waves on this continent.
"The allocation of these waves involves
the determination of basic questions of

where a few hundred dollars made a
handsome profit for those who had the
foresight to invest and the patience to

Merwyn

Heald as chief engineer of the Thordarson

Electric Manufacturing Company. This appointment is in accordance with the policy

of the management to select men for executive positions from within the organization.
Mr. Heald previously was the Robertson Davis Company's chief engineer.

10,373 shares of
preferred; estate
of T. H. Given, 8,000 shares of common,
12,500 shares of preferred; H. Content
Co., 31,790 shares of common ; Dominick
& Co., 18,138 shares of common, 80 shares

preferred; Hornblower & Weeks,
10,506 shares of common, 111 shares of
of

preferred; W. E. Hutton & Co., 13,110
shares of common.
During 1929 RCA common has been

low at 3451/2 and high at 410, and was

around 350 when Col. Davis was testifying.

The rapid rise from less than 100 took
place since the Spring of 1928. The stock

was the market leader and a rise was
general throughout the list, due to the
bullish effect produced by RCA stock.
President Harboard of RCA recently

told a Congressional committee that the
extensive rise in price of RCA stock was

not justified by earnings and profits. RCA

reports have been excellent, but profits
were not quadrupled in nine months.
Col. Davis pointed out that there are
18,000 stockholders of RCA in every part
of the country. Last year RCA realized
an operating profit of $18,000,000, he said.

It has never paid more than a dividend
of 7 per cent on its preferred stock, he

explained, adding that the executives and
directors of RCA are "small stockholders."
Why Public Is Interested
The public is interested in radio, he

continued, because of the "great many
things peeping out of the laboratories."
Other developments incident to radio,
such as talking machine combinations, and
talking motion pictures, which, he said,
were developed largely in the radio laboratories, as well as television, which now
is in process within the laboratory, but
which he said "came out too soon and
the people expected too much," were
added to the public's interest.

DISTRICT MANAGERS NAMED
Two new district sales managers an-

nounced by DeForest Radio Company. Jer-

sey City, N. J., are Guy C. Kowfeldt, of

529 South 7th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.,
and E. F. Coghlin, of 10 High Street, Boston.
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Czechs to Erect
ASKS CHECK ON
Largest Station

VOICE IN SKY
STARTLES CITY
From far above the raucous noises of
New York's busy streets, there recently

came floating down for a few million New

Yorkers to hear, a command to smoke a
well-known brand of cigarettes, the command being alternated with snatches of
music. From above Times Square and
the Grand Central Terminal section down
to the financial district on the end of
Manhattan Island, a huge airplane alternately climbed to a height of 3,000 feet

and coasted down by a

spiral route

toward the peaks and towers of the city.
It was a huge tri-motor Fokker biplane,
equipped with Western Electric sound
amplification apparatus and carrying a
crew of pilot, mechanic, public address
system operator, and broadcasters in the
persons of a vocalist and two professional
radio announcers. The sound of their

The International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation made the following announcement in New York City :
"The largest radio broadcasting station

and broadcast through three horns inserted in the floor of the fusilage, mouths
downward. With the exception of the
microphone, all the equipment, including
the music reproducer, was located in a
compartment directly behind the pilot's
When actually broadcasting, the
vocalist or announcer was within a small

Reporters to Sum Up
National Politics
461-, HE Political Situation in Washing-

ton Tonight," a weekly feature of

the National Broadcasting Company, has
been expanded from a one-man job to a
general coverage of governmental and political topics through discussions by Washington correspondents.
"It is our intention to offer the country

a symposium of national events by the

best observers and analysts of those
events," said M. H. Aylesworth, president.

"We believe that by presenting Washington correspondents for newspapers from
various sections of the country we will be
able to render a better balanced and more
comprehensive service."
"The Political Situation in Washington

Tonight" previously was conducted by
Frederic William Wile alone.

Two New Receivers
By Atwater Kent
Two new electro-dynamic Atwater Kent
radios were announced. Model 46,.a table
set, uses seven AC tubes and one rectifying
tube with double power tube stage. It is
priced at $83. The company also announces
an electro-dynamic speaker at $34.
The second new model set, No. 53, is an
"all -in -one" instrument, -in the form of a
low, metal console. It lists at $117.

WEBER ADDS LINES

Jack Weber, president of the Weber
Distributing Company, 90 West Broadway,
announces the addition of several new
lines. The lines now include Arcturus
tubes, Rayovac batteries, Elkon rectifiers,
and Knapp A -power.

WORTH THINKING OVER
RADIO is a great amusement, any way

you take it, but let the late Nat C.

Goodwin, the famous American comedian,
tell it, although he was talking about

something else. A frieiid once asked Mr.

Goodwin if he enjoyed being an actor.
To which the star replied: : "Oh, yesbut it doeq cut into one's evenings so."

Washington.

Cross bearings, taken by radio, should
Czechoslovakian Government from the In- be used when any doubt exists as to the
ternational Standard Electric Corporation. position of a ship that sends an SOS,
It will have a 'power of 120 kilowatts in said George R. Putnam, Commissioner of
the antenna as compared with 50 kilowatts Lighthouses. Often the distressed vessel
in the largest of the broadcasting stations can not correctly give its own position,
now operating in the United States. This as a rescue ship dashes for a point many
should make it audible to radio listeners miles away from the actual position.
all over Europe.
"If a ship is in doubt as to where an SOS
"The broadcaster will contain eight comes
from, it should get in touch with
vacuum tubes of 20,000 watts each in par- other ships, and define the position of the
allel. It will be designed to provide a
disabled ship by cross
said
very high degree of modulation which will Commissioner Putnam. "Abearings,"
navigator thus
result in the reproduction of music with can plot on his chart the real
position."
the greatest fidelity.
"This method is not necessary if the
"While the location of the new station vessel
in trouble knows its correct posihas not yet been definitely decided, it is tion," he
added, "but there will be inprobable that it will be built in Prague.
stances, as in the recent rescue of the

crew of the Florida by the America,
when there is so large an error in the

HOOVER SPEECH

TO SPAN GLOBE

cabin.

sound -proof booth, to the rear of the
apparatus room.

SOS POSITION

in the world has been ordered by the

voices as it struck the microphone was

amplified approximately 100,000,000 times
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The voice of Herbert Hoover, delivering his inaugural address March 4, will
be heard around the globe, through rebroadcasts of the National Broadcasting
Company's program, M. H. Aylesworth
told the New York Electrical Society and

the New York section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
A detailed description of the proceed-

ings, including a witness story of the
mile -long inaugural parade, will be heard
by 50,000,000 listeners in the United States,

and millions of others in foreign coun-

tries, Mr. Aylesworth added.
The day of international broadcasts has

arrived, the speaker- said, and cited the
recent rebroadcast by the NBC's coast -to coast system when a program from London immediately followed an address by
President Coolidge.

Sweden Has 265,000
Sets and 27 Stations
Sweden, with a population of approxi-

mately 6,000,000, has 27 broadcasting stations and 265,000 receiving sets, the operation of which is permitted under Government license. The stations are connected,
for purposes of simultaneous broadcasting,

by 6,000 kilometers of open wire lines. The
service is maintained through the co-operative efforts of the Swedish Government and
a

private program company called A/B

Radiotjanst.

Broadcasting was started in this most

densely populated of Scandivanian countries
in 1923. At that time one small 500 -watt

Western Electric transmitter was set up.
Now principal stations are to be found in
Stockholm,

Goteborg, Malmo,

Boden, Ostersund and Motala.

Sundsvall,

Shearer and Clifton
Join Sleeper Corp.

Hal P. Shearer, formerly general manager of the Splitdorf Radio Corporation of
Newark, N. J., has become vice-president
and general manager of the reorganized
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp. A. N. Clifton,
formerly sales manager of the Alden Manufacturing Co., of Springfield and Brockton,
Mass., is the new Sleeper sales manager.

Sleeper and the Temple Corp. of Chicago recently merged, but the Sleeper or-

ganization functions as an individual entity.

supposed position, in this instance, 150
miles, as to cause confusion and the pos-

sible loss of valuable time.
"The constant increase in the radio installations on ships and the improvement
in radio efficiency are having the effect of

saving from the sea the crews of many
vessels which before the days of radio
often would simply have been reported
`missing.'
"There are now at all times along the
traveled steamer lanes sufficient vessels
efficienctly equipped with radio compasses, and capable of taking accurate
bearings at distances of several hundred
miles, to permit the determination of the
location and distance of any ship capable
of sending an SOS."

N. B. C. Bureau Alone
To Book Damrosch
Walter Damrosch's entire professional

activities are now under the exclusive
management of the National Broadcasting

and Concert Bureau, including concert
hall as well as radio appearances.
"It will be necessary for me to limit
my activities to my radio 'work and my
occasional appearances as guest conductor," said Mr. Damrosch.
"The National Orchestra, with which I
shall carry on my radio concerts, already
represents a splendid body of musicians.
Soon it will be organized as the equal in

artistic performance and technique of any
major symphony orchestra."
Damrosch began recently a new series
of Saturday evening concerts under the
auspices of the General Electric Company. His series of RCA Educational Concerts, given for school children on Friday mornings, continues until the middle
of May.

Control of Sensitivity
Effected in Two Ways
One way to reduce the signal pick-up,
a suitable variable high resistance may

be shunted across the antenna and ground
connections of a receiver. A table type
clarostat will serve this purpose, since it

can be installed without any changes in

the set wiring and can be put where
handiest.
Control of sensitivity of the detector
is often advisable. This can be done

either by substituting a suitable variable
grid leak for the fixed grid leak, or placing a variable high resistance across the
grid return terminals of the detector
socket. A grid leak clarostat which has
a range of 1/10th to 10 megohms is suitable.
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They Say

1928 EXPORTS

DR. JOHN H. DELLINGER, chief of
radio section, U. S. Bureau of Standards;
former president, Institute of Radio Engineers: "The constantly increasing percentage of aviation accidents resulting

BREAK RECORD

BY $3,605,913

from hazards of weather is due to the

Washington.

American exports of radio apparatus and
equipment in 1928 set a new record, the

grand total of shipments being valued at
$12,081,410, according to figures just made

public by the Electrical Equipment Division of the Department of Commerce.
The full text of the Department's state-

ment follows:
"The 1928 exports include $768,728 worth
of transmitting sets and parts, $4,549,825 of
receiving sets, $1,017,560 of tubes, $3,054,310 of receiving set components, and $2,670,987 of receiving set accessories, a grand
total for the year of $12,081,410. This is an
increase of $2,157,623 over 1925, the highest
year in radio exports, when $9,903,787 worth
of radio goods were shipped. The percentage of increase is 21.8 per cent."

VALLEE'S NEW SCHEDULE
Rudy Vallee and his Orchestra, recording and broadcasting unit of former Yale
Collegians, have come under the manage-

ment of the National Broadcasting and
Concert Bureau and are heard over the
NBC chain every Tuesday afternoon beginning from 5:00 to 5:30 o'clock
WEAF); on Thursday beginning from
5 :30 to 6:00 o'clock (WJZ); and on Saturdays beginning from 4:30 to 5:00 o'clock
(WJZ). The broadcasts are from the Hotel Lombardy, New York.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE STORE
The Electrical Appliance Co. at 145
Greenwich Street, New York City, has just
begun business. Among lines carried are
Tobe products, including the A eliminator,

which operates up to ten tubes, and the
Tobe Filterettes, of which there are fourteen different models; Acme Apparatus
Co. of Cambridge, Mass., including the
new model voltage regulator, the B elim-

inators and the new replacement trans-

slowness with which radio aids to air
navigation have been advancing," said
Dr. Dellinger. "Radio seems the answer
to those hazards, and there is ground for

hope that not only this percentage of
accidents but the whole number of acci-

dents will become vanishingly small when

the present possibilities of radio are realized in practice."

*

*

*

JOHN V. L. HOGAN, former president,

Institute of Radio Engineers: "There are
too many stations. There is not enough
room for all good stations, yet new ones
are under consideration. There should be
at least fifty cleared channels.

Sixty

would be more like it, and these channels

should be allotted to the best stations
in the country."

*

*

now, broadcasting will be done in the channels between 200 and 545 meters now used.

It is frequently predicted that, sooner or
later, there will be a stampede down to
the lower wavelengths, where there are
more channels and other advantages, as

well as certain disadvantages."

AUDIO BULLETIN ISSUED
"Precision Audio Resistance Amplifiers

for Television and Laboratory Experimenters," by Joseph Morgan, is a pamplet
issued by the International Resistance
Company.

Stable resistance -coupled am-

plifiers capable of handling direct and

audio -frequency voltages up to 10,000
cycles are described. In addition to being

A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
NOT long ago theatrical magnates refused to believe radio was anything
but a plague sent to spoil the sweet tenor

of a rather bad case of falling arches of
the box-office. How have the mighty few
fallen into the mental gait of the over-

NEW KELLOGG DISTRIBUTOR
The Drennen Motor Car Company, of
Birmingham, Ala., recently entered the
radio business as Kellogg distributor for

of their dreams. To -day radio is regarded
by many of these gentry as the saving grace

Cincinnati.

The Crosley Radio Corporation's total
net profit for 1928. Federal income tax
deducted, was $3,605,973.78, or $13.87 per
share on the outstanding stock. It was
voted to increase the common no-par
stock to 600,000 shares, making a two -to one split. Crosley stock at present is listed on the Cincinnati exchange and it was
announced that application would be made
to list it on the New York Stock Exchange.

Powel Crosley, Jr., president, stated in
his annual report that although the company is essentially concerned in the man-

ufacture of receiving sets, for the past
five years it has been the largest manufacturers of loud speakers in the world.

*

HUGO GERNSBACK, editor "Radio
News": "No one can foretell at present
whether the 'advertising tie-up' broadcasting scheme of today is final, or
whether something entirely new will be
evolved. The entire broadcasting industry is in constant flux and there is really
nothing very much settled about it today;
it is too young and too new for that. It
is also to be doubted that, ten years from

clearly and completely described, each of
these amplifiers is shown schematically,
with a list of components, and also with
its gain frequency curve.
A free copy is available to Radio World
readers. Write to Francis R. Ehle, president, International Resistance Company,
2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

formers.

whelming majority.

CROSLEY AHEAD

western Florida and the state of Alabama.

TICHENOR WITH FRESHMAN
Colonel C. M. Tichenor has been elected
vice-president in charge of production for

the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.

He has

been' affiliated with manufacturing for
twenty-two years.
Following the war, Colonel Tichenor was
assistant general manager of the Pierce -

Arrow Motor Car Co., in charge of production ; and recently works manager of
the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.

PERRYMAN'S CHICAGO OFFICE
Perryman Electric Company, Inc., North

Bergen, N. J., announces the opening of
the sales and service office in the McCormick Building, 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. R. B. Lacey, western sales
manager, will be in charge. The present
policy of distributing Perryman Tubes
through wholesale channels will be retained.

POLYMET EXPANDS AGAIN
The Polymet Manufacturing Corporation was again forced to install additional
machinery and to enlarge factory space.
A large contract from Stewart -Warner
has just been awarded to Polymet. This
and other large orders have necessitated
this increased capacity.

45 -PIECE BAND ON AIR
The Pure Oil Band, of forty-five pieces,

broadcasts from WJZ and twenty-three
other stations of the National Broadcasting Company each Saturday evening, is
the largest band on the air. It is directed
by Edwin Frank° Goldman.

WHAT RADIO COMPANIONSHIP DO YOU ENJOY?

HIGH RESISTANCE
VOLTMETERS
0-300 v..
in portable
type, full
nickel Rabb, 80"

tipped cord
(illustrated

at left).
(Cat.
846)

eliminators,
above.

etc.

Same

(Cat. Na 34T)

Na

$4.50

0-500 v.
Tests ALL
power
packs, B
casting as
$5.50

Just the thing for service men eustom
set builders, home experimenters.
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.

145 W. 45th St., N. Y. Cltg

RE you meeting weekly the best minds of radio? Do you keep abreast of all the new circuits, the intimate details on perfecting existing sets, and get the inside track on sensitivity,
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Dr. Lee De Forest, McMurdo Silver, J. E. Anderson, Herman Bernard and a host of other radio
engineers who contribute their knowledge to you through the medium of Radio World, the first
and only illustrated national radio weekly.
You can find no magazine that better caters to your needs than Radio World, which specializes in most intimate revelations of the ins and outs of the best circuits, with technical accuracy second to none. Enjoy the weekly companionship of Radio World's famous contributors, and glean the news
radio, from the four quarters of the earth.
Short waves? Radio World will tell you all about them. Extremelyofsensitive
broadcast receivers? Their construction
and operation are fully discussed, with confident regularity. Power supplies-push-pull
otherwise? AC receivers?
Screen grid tubes? Large receivers that give a super -abundance of performance-small,or
economical receivers that give
performance out of all comparison to their size? Are you interested in these? Then you're
interested in Radio World.
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you will be sent FREE
any one of the following panel meters:
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0
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A Baffle for Dynamics
A Scientific Model Radiating Surface Helps Immensely
L makers of dynamic lounspeaei
I
I recommend the use of a baffle board
fur the satisfactory reproduction of low
k

L

By H. B. Herman
Acoustical Expert

The claim that dynamic speakers
will bring out the low notes better than
notes.

it.

tain limit. A good size is 18 inches, since

good unless this recommendation is followed. The low note superiority of the
dynamic is only potential and becomes
actual only when a baffle board of suitable dimensions is used.
A baffle board does not mean a little
box housing the speaker, such as is used
in many commercial dynamic speakers.

larger baffles dominate a room and are
awkward in modern homes,
The effect of the baffle is not one of
resonance. It is purely an effect of increasing the load on the speaker piston.
The baffle eniibles the piston to take
hold of the air in front of it, and it prevents the waves in front of the piston
from flowing around the edges to he
neutralized by the waves at the back,

that many manufacturers do

not follow their own recommendations.
For this lack of consistency the manufacturers are not to blame, because they sell
the types of speakers which the purchasers want, and they want something
very compact and attractive.
The low booming notes heard in dynamic speakers boxed up in small attractive
containers are not true low notes, They
are resonance notes, and hence a type of
distortion. It is true, however, that if

which are in opposite phase.

Roam Roaeamace

Theoretically the best baffle is a plane

of intinite xtent. The nearest approach
to this is a wall with the speaker mounted

in the center of it. There should be no
obstructing surfaces either back of the
speaker or iu trout of it, because such

these resonance notes occur at suitable
points in the frequency scale, and if they
are riot greatly exaggerated, they will
improve the reproduction of

that even if there

the ear does not appreciate
Bence there is little object in iucreaa-

small

ing the size of the baffle beyond a cer-

other types of speakers will not hold

It seems

low audible notes

surfaces, unless draped or porous, will
the sound and produce room

reflect

resonance.

the low

The frequency at which room resonance

notes in conjunction with receivers which
are weak on these notes.
Severe Resonances Occur

THE BAFFLE IS THE PORTION
SHOWN IN BLACK AIR VENTS

will occur can be determined from the
dimensions of the room. Suppose the
distance from the speaker piston to the

Unfortunately, in many of these com-

This will eliminate much of the reflection.

travels 1,122 feet per second at ordinary
temperatures and pressures. This velocity
is equal to the product of the frequency
and the wavelength. The condition for
resonance is that the distance across the
room is one-half wavelength. Hence the
wavelength of resonance in the 10 -foot

pact and attractive loudspeakers there

are one or more frequencies at which the
resonance effect is very strong, so that
the resulting reproduction becomes unpleasant.

Usually there are simple methods of

reducing this resonance effect. But when
these are applied the speaker loses some

of the apparent effectiveness at the low
notes. Actually all that is lost is an ex-

aggerated response at one or two fre-

quencies, which is an overall gain in

terms of quality.
One of the methods for reducing resonance in a speaker is the same as that
used in improving the acoustic properties
of auditoriunis. Sound -absorbent material
Any
is introduced into the speaker.

material which will prevent reflection of
sound waves, that is, which will prevent
echoes, is good for the purpose It is
well known that as empty auditorium
may be very bad acoustically, while the
same auditorium is good when it is full
of people. The clothing on the people
present is the sound -absorbing material
which stops most of the reflection.
If draperies are hung about the walls
and ceiling of an auditorium, the acoustic

properties of that place will be greatly
improved, both when it is empty and
when it

is

full of people. Again, if the

walls and ceiling are finished with a
rough surface the acoustics are better
than when the surfaces are hard and
smooth. If the walls and ceiling themselves are made of a porous material the
acoustics will be better than w hen the
material is solid.
Improving the Speaker

A dynamic loudspeaker housed in a
small box can be improved in the same
manner as an auditorium. The thing to

avoid is the rcilLectruo of lionad frees tier
walls inside the box_ This may be dune
in

several ways, including the use of

porous sides and top.
A further improvement can be effected
by leaving the back of the box open.

PREVENT BOX RESONANCE.

With the back open the box will be
equivalent to short organ pipe open at
one end. Such a pipe has a resonance

frequency which is just one octave lower
than a closed pipe of equal length.

No matter how the box is treated the
speaker will nut bring out the low notes
unless a baffle board is used. And the
depth to which the speaker will descend
will depend on the size of the baffle board.

The effectiveness of a baffle is proved
very easily. Suppose an 18 -inch cone
speaker and a 9 -inch dynamic without a
baffle board be connected alternately to
the same receiver. If there is a speakerelay by means of which the output of
the

receiver can be quickly thrown on

either speaker, it will be apparent that
the I8 -inch cone speaker will respond
better to the low notes than will the
dynamic.

The difference is mainly due to the
size of the radiating surface. The cone
has a radiating surface four times as
great as the dynamic. It also radiates

sounds one octave lower than the other
with the same intensity. That is, if the
cone radiates a note of 30 cycles per

second with a given intensity the dynamic

radiates a note of 60 cycles with about
the same intensity, or the dynamic radiates one-half as much as 30 cycles as

the cone.
Now, if the dynamic speaker be placed
in the center of an 18 -inch square baffle

wall in front of it is 10 feet.

room is 20 feet. Therefore, 1,122 divided
by 20 gives the resonance frequency.

That is, there will be room resonance at
56 cycles per second. Thus in ordinary
rooms there will be resonance very close
to the frequency of the AC hum in the
loudspeaker.

Cloth Effects
1t

the speaker is placed in the middle

of the room there is likely to be resonance
at a much higher frequency. Draperies,
curtains, carpets, rugs and overstuffed

furniture will help greatly to reduce this
resonance, just as similar material will

prove the acoustics of an auditorium
the resonance in a small box housing
ker.

A practical baffle board may be made

of thick wood from 18 inches to 3o inches
square.
center.

center of a larger baffle, say one of 36

inches, it will be found that it reproduces
the low notes very much better than the
cone. As the baffle is increased beyond
this point there is no great change in
the low note reproduction. This is due
to two effects. First, the receiver is not

amplifying the low notes so sell that
the speaker has much to convert into

The speaker is mounted in

If this board

is one side of a

box housing the speaker, the back should
be open or covered with sound -absorbing

And the sides of the box should
be open or similarly covered. A frame
with cane on top and sides serves well
and looks well.
stuff.

Striking Example

board, arid the comparison test be re-

peated it will be found that theft is practically no disadvantage in the low note
response of the dynamic. If there is a
difference it is very likely the dynamic
speaker is better.
If the dynamic speaker is placed in the

Sound

A very striking demonstration of the

effect of the baffle is to tilt the speaker

temporarily with reference to the baffle
surface. When the speaker is pressed
against the board so that none of the
sound in front can escape backward the
low notes are prominent. As the speaker
is tilted backward and away from the
board the intensity of the low notes is
immediately reduced to a very noticeable
extent.

The sound becomes thin and

weak and similar to that which proceeds
Frew a swill horn t)1, speaker.
!Other illustrations on front cover]
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Greater Meter Range
Series Resistance Gains the Desired Extension
By Herbert. E. Hayden
THERE is much interest in extending the

range of a voltmeter so that it

will

How is it done?
Simply by connecting an external resistor
in series with the meter. If the resistance
added is just equal to the total resistance of
the meter, the range will be doubled. If
the added resistance is twice as great as
the total resistance of the meter, the range
of the meter will be trebled. If the added
resistance is nine times as great as the total

TRADE SEEKING

measure higher voltages.

internal resistance of the meter the range

of the meter will be ten times its dial range.
By 'adding suitable resistance it is possible
to cover any desired range with any meter,
provided that the desired range is extension
upward.

The resistance added must be reliable. It
must be such that its value is definite and

does not change much with either current or
temperature changes. Good resistors are

But when the voltages do not
have to be measured accurately, ordinary
inexpensive resistors, either fixed or variable, may be used. In such cases the instrument should be calibrated with the resistor to be used either against a block of
dry cell batteries or against a B battery
expensive.

elimiminator and another meter.

Calibrating Meter

The calibration need not be made at the
higher voltage. It may be done at a lower
voltage which may be measured with the

meter itself. This calibration is easily done.

Suppose, for example, it is desired to ex-

GOOD SERVICE
FIG. I

TWO VOLTMETERS HAVING THE
SAME SENSITIVITY, OR OHMS PER

VOLT, MAY BE CONNECTED IN
SERIES ACROSS A HIGH VOLTAGE
AND THE SUM OF THE TWO READINGS

WILL BE THE VOLTAGE

ACROSS THE TWO METERS

known voltage is the sum of the readings
of the two meters. But this does not work

unless the two meters have the same number
of ohms per volt resistance.

It is not at all necessary that the two

meters have the same range. One may be
a 7.5 volt instrument and the other may be
a 750 ohm instrument. If both have the

same sensitivity so that the same current
will flow through each at full deflection,
they may be connected in series and their
readings be added together.

SPECIAL ORGAN

MADE FOR AIR

added resistance should then be 60,000 ohms.
This 60.000 -ohm resistance may well be a
100,000 -ohm variable resistor such as is used
for volume control and other purposes. Con-

Although possessing one of the first
pipe organs constructed with special alterations to fit it for broadcasting needs,
the studios of WBBM, Chicago, are soon
to be graced with a new and improved

mum on the scale the calibration will be most
accurate.
Hence the battery should be

taskmaster, especially on certain instruments, like organs. Pleasing tones from
a pipe organ in a church or the multitude
of imitative effects obtained on theater

chosen so that the deflection is nearly full
scale.

When the voltage reading with the external resistor has been noted, remove the
short circuit and adjust the variable resistor
until the deflection is just one -fifth its previous value. For example, if the shortcircuited reading was 135 volts, adjust the
external resistor, after having removed the
short, until the reading on the meter is 27
volts. Then leave the variable resistor as
it is, preferably locking it.

Using the Meter
The meter is now ready to be used for

measuring voltages up to 750 volts. Connect the meter, with the adjusted variable
resistance in series, across the unknown
voltage source. The deflection on the meter
multiplied by five gives the.unknown voltage.

If two voltmeters of identical sensitivity,

that is, of the same number of ohms ner
volt, are available they may be used in
series across a voltage source which does
not exceed the sum of the readings of the
two meters. Each of the meters will show
a deflection when so connected and the un-

It provides, first, for the examination,
grading and registry of all radio service

men; and in addition furnishing an oppor-

tunity whereby service men may obtain
actual training in radio under competent

"The crying need for technically trained
men is obvious. Heretofore service work

The resistance added must therefore be equal

nect this in series with the meter and a
battery. First note the voltage reading on
the voltmeter when the resistor is shortcircuited. If this voltage is near the maxi-

complete success.

"With at least 25,000 radio outlets all
over the country, many stores are doing
as best they can with untrained men,"
says Mr. Ert.

volts.

to four times the internal resistance of the
meter. Suppose this resistance is known,
either from measurements or from its ohms
per volt, to be equal to 15,000 ohms. The

sidered by the national radio dealers and
wholesalers at their annual meeting. With
little change the plan has been in practice
in Milwaukee for a year and a half with

instructors.

tend the range of a 0-150 voltmeter to 0-750

That is, it is desired to increase the
range of the meter in the ratio of 5 -to -1.

The man who comes to fix your radio
set in the near future will be an expert
who has successfully completed a course
of instruction in radio theory and practice, if present plans of officers of the
Federated Radio Trade Association are
adopted at their Convention in Buffalo,
February 18th and 19th.
Michael Ert, of Milwaukee, president
of the Wisconsin Radio Trade Association
and vice-president of the Federated, is
father of the plan, which will be con-

Chicago.

instrument.
Broadcasting is a particularly hard

organs are not always
broadcasting.

available

for

The new organ is being built to incorporate all of the features learned through

experience during the past six years in
broadcasting organ music. Many of the
radio "props" are to be included in the
instrument, so that when the realistic
humming of an airplane or the rushing
of winter gales is required to make a
playlet or program more realistic, it can
be obtained directly from the organ.
KITS, INC., HAS NEW CATALOG
Kits, Inc., 135 Liberty Street, New York

City, under the direction of John Bole,
has issued a new catalog. It covers practically everything worth while in radio,
featuring the newest high-class circuits,
including the new Victoreen AC, the full
Victoreen

Hammerlund-Roberts
Master "Hi -Q," all models; Silver -Marshall, National lines, Newcombe -Hawley
dynamics and speakers of all types. Ad1 i n e,

dress Mr. Bole and mention RADIO WORLD

when requesting a catalog.-J. H. C.

of necessity has been done by the chaps
who have built a few sets but who have
little fundamental radio knowledge. Our
duty to radio fans is to provide a brand
of service which will reach the peak in
performance of their radio receivers and
I feel sure that such a plan will be operative very soon."

Short -Wave Facts

In Handy Manual

A short-wave manual has just been issued by the Hammarlund Manufacturing
Co., Inc. The introduction is an education in short-wave work in itself, containing invaluable data, charts, curves and
facts, including the screen -grid tube in
short-wave circuits. This is followed by
a most complete listing of land stations

over the world working below 100

all

meters. The call letters, names of stations and wave lengths are given in detail.

A world time chart follows. A freincluded. This book will be sent upon
request, for ten cents to cover the cost
of postage and packing, if you mention
RADIO Woruz. Address the Hammar-

quency wavelength conversion chart is

lund Manufacturing Co., Inc., 424 West
33rd Street, New York, N. Y.

WBBM ON COLUMBIA CHAIN
Chicago.

WBBM takes a total of three hours a
day of the new daytime sustaining programs of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

HENDRICKS HEADS BRANCH
Thordarson, of Chicago has opened a
branch sales office at 520 Citizens Build-

ing, Cleveland. C. M. Hendricks is branch
manager.
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Why HarmonicsAbound
Receiver Accounts for Most of the Radio Frequency Type
By Conrad J. Cartwright
THERE is much complaint of harmonics
from broadcasting stations, especially
from those who are receiving short wave
stations.
"The radio spectrum below the 200 meter wave is just alive with harmonics," is

the report.

"The broadcasting stations
should be compelled to transmit on their
own frequencies without encroaching on
the short wave region."

The Federal authorities have already
taken action on the complaints and have
ruled against the radiation of short waves
by the broadcast stations, that is, against
the radiation of higher harmonics of the
assigned broadcast frequencies.
That is a commendable action. And
there is no doubt that the broadcast stations have complied as far as it is technically possible to do so. And that is all
the Federal authorities can expect, and
that is all they ever will expect. The fans
should be equally reasonable. But are
they? Their chorus is that the short wave
bands are "alive with harmonics." And
something ought to be done about it.
Something Done About It
And the designers of radio broadcast
stations are doing something about it.
The Bell Laboratories Journal for August,
1928, reports that the power in the an-

tenna of the carrier wave alone of the
experimental transmitter at Whippany, N.
J. is 50 kilowatts and that the power in
the second harmonic of the carrier is only
5 milliwatts. There is a ratio of 10,000,000-

to -1 between the carrier and its second
harmonic. Imagine a broadcasting station of 5 milliwatts creating much of a

disturbance in the ether 1
It is possible that the power in the third
harmonic of the same station is as small
in comparison with *the second as the sec-

ond is compared with the fundamental.

Certainly the fourth, fifth, sixth and
higher harmonics contain less power than
the second 'harmonic. It is quite possible

that the power in any one of these must

be measured in microwatts or micromicrowatts.
On oscillating receiver well shielded
against radiation will radiate more power

than the higher harmonics of that experimental station. And there are millions of
such. receivers in use. Yet there are few
complaints against them at this time, because they create very little interference.

Harmonics Received

Reception of harmonics of broadcast
stations will not disappear. If a radio
receiver is- not sensitive enouoh to pick
up a 1,000 -watt station 1,000 miles away,
how will it pick up harmonics of broad-

terference with stations between 200 and

Missionary's Son
Reaches Natives, Too
his pen.
Last June

he was graduated from

station gets on the air regularly, or an
exact or improved copy of it, it will cause
just as many harmonics in the average

receiver as any other 50,000 -watt trans -

plifier

mitter, equally well designed with respect
to suppression of harmonics, would create much harmonic interference in its regular service area.

As a matter of fact, if a station could
be designed so that it radiated all its
power on the fundamental and no power
whatsoever on its harmonics, that, too,
would create just as much harmonic interference as any existing station. If that
station radiated 50,000 watts on its fundamental a sensitive receiver 1,000 miles
away could undoubtedly tune it in on any
one of its first ten harmonics. A less
sensitive set would probably tune it in on
the first three or four harmonics. Within

a mile of the station any receiver could

probably get a squeal out of the first
twenty harmonics.

Station Not to Blame
That is what a perfect station will do
in the midst of present receivers. And

the experimental station 3XN approaches
perfection rather closely. But it will

cause the ether to be "alive with harmonics" just the same.
Where lies the trouble if not in the
broadcast transmitter? It lies right in
the receiver of the person who is complaining. It is the receiver which gener-

ates those harmonics.
"I objct," says that complaining fan, "on

get the harmonics."

portunity for telling what he himself
thinks of his receiver. He does not real-

from the second harmonics of stations

between 400 and 546 meters causing in-

The

of the interfering station gets into the
receiver the distortion in the tubes of
that receiver will produce the harmonics
and then the tuner will single them out
and tune them in just as if they had originated outside the receiver.
Eliminate all the distortion in the tubes
of the receiver and there will be no more

trouble from harmonics of stations not
wanted. But the detector works on the

principle of distortion. Harmonics will be
generated in this tube. These will be fed

back to the tubes ahead of the detector,
if any are used, and the tuners will bring
them out.
_

Hence, if harmonics are to be avoided
it will be necessary to devise a detector
which does not depend for its action on
the curvature of the characteristic and to
devise amplifier tubes which do not have
any curvature in their characteristics.

Private Brand Sets
Get License Benefit
The third edition of the compendium
radio receivers and manufacturers,
prepared by General Contract Purchase
Corporation, is being distributed to the
various offices and subsidiaries of the
company throughout the country. This
is the only complete list available which
gives all the licensed sets, together with
their prices, and the number and types
of tubes used.
of

A courtesy copy of the first and second

editions was sent to each manufacturer
listed some months ago, and the booklet
was so useful that from three to six extra
copies were requested in nearly every
case. The booklet, among other things,
discloses the fact that several manufacturers who do not hold direct patent licenses have found it profitable to buy
sets from license -holders for sale under
their brand name. A few copies are
available and will be sent to anyone interested.
Address General Contract Purchase Corporation, Graybar Bldg., New
York City and mention RADIO WORLD.

ize that these terms are applied indis-

criminately to all things pertaining to radio. If "he has experienced any trouble
from harmonics it could only have been

is, the more will be heard.

more distortion there is in the RF amplifiers or detector, the more squeals will be
heard. And the selectivity of the receiver
is of little aid in eliminating the harmonics. If just a little of the fundamental

mitter now on the, air. That does not
mean that the high -power station should
not be used, for even a 100 -watt trans-

This objection is overruled on the
ground that this particular fan is thinking
of his broadcast receiver when the trouble
from harmonics occurs mainly below the
broadcast waves. He just grasped an op-

The objection is overruled. When that

which he usually must, he will encounter
a million squeals, most of which seem to
be due to broadcast transmitters. The
more sensitive the receiver is, the more
of the harmonics will be heard. The
greater the amplification in the audio am-

Brown University. As the son of a Baptist preacher and missionary, he traveled
from Montevideo, Minn., to Rangoon,
Burma, and thence to Providence, R. I.
His voice from WGY, carried by short
waves, has reached hundreds of natives
in territories where his father preaches to
one, two or three at a 'time.
Mr. Singiser is a member of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity, Phi Beta Kappa, Delta
Sigma Rho and Pi Kappa, the Owl and
Ring and the Cammarian Club.

"I object," says a fan, "that experimental station is not a fair test for broadcast station. In the first place, it is not
on the air regularly, and in the second
harmonics."

tions and uses an oscillating receiver,

Schenectady, N. Y.

the ground that it is not in accordance
with the evidence. My set is sensitive,
selective, distortionless and loud. Yet I

place no other station has been designed
with so nearly complete suppression of

He Who Gets Under 200
The fan who gets down below 200 me f ers with a sensitive set has a real cause
for complaint. If he is after code sta-

Frank K. Singiser, Jr. is a new announcer at WGY. He also is trying a
hand at continuity writing, and WGY's
new feature, the Jones Family, is from

cast stations the same distance away when
the power in the transmitted harmonics is

of the order of a few microwatts?

273 meters.

WBBM ON COLUMBIA CHAIN
Chicago.
WBBM takes a total of three
hours a
day of the new daytime sustaining programs of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
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Where Equality is Vital
Even Harmonics at AF Suppressed by Balanced Push -Pull
By Brunsten Brunn
T has been claimed that audio ampli-

1 fier circuits can be arranged so that
the generation of all harmonics can be
prevented. The purpose of the push-pull
amplifier is to prevent the generation of
even harmonics. How this circuit accomplishes this object can be shown very easily. But how about the odd harmonics?
Can they also be prevented?
The ordinary push-pull circuit will prevent even harmonics if the circuit is perfectly symmetrical. The two tubes used

QI

a r0

in a stage must be exactly equal in all

their characteristics. The input must be
equal on the two grids and the output
devices must be absolutely equal. In so
far as there is any assymmetry there will
be even harmonics in the output.
By a very slight change in a push-pull
circuit the odd harmonics can be prevent-

1110101-1

ed also, but when this change has been
made the even harmonics will be brought
out. As far as is known, there is no circuit arrangement which will prevent both

the even and the odd harmonics at the
same time, and still leave the circuit useful.

First Harmonic Is Signal
There is an exception in the case when
the signal consists of a single frequency.
It is then possible to eliminate all harmonics
or the signal. In
broadcasting the signal consists of many
frequencies. The amplifier must be able

to bring them all out without any discrimination. Hence for this type of signal many of the methods available for
suppression of harmonics cannot be used.
Balancing schemes alone are available,

such as push-pull circuits.
We may arrange a push-pull circuit so
that the even harmonics are suppressed.

We gain in purity of signal to the ex-

tent of the suppression. But if we change
the circuit so that the odd harmonics are
suppressed, we balance out the first harmonic as well as the higher odd harmonics.

Since the first harmonic is the

signal desired, we balance out that which
is desired and retain the even harmonics,
or the greater portion of the total distortion.

Two Sources of Distortion
There are two sources of harmonics in
an amplifier. First, the curvature of the
grid voltage, plate current characteristic
of the tubes. Second, the curvature of the
magnetization curve of the iron core in
the coupling transformers.
If the circuit is symmetrical the even
harmonics arising from the curvature of
the tube characteristics are suppressed.

But does the circuit also eliminate the
even harmonics arising from the curva-

ture of the magnetization characteristic?
It does not seem so. Refer to the circuit
in Fig. 1, the last stage of which is supposed to be symmetrical.
Assume that the signal delivered to the
primary of the input transformer is free
of all harmonics except the first. This
condition, can be approximated closely if
the coupling resistance and the impedance
of the primary of the transformer are high
and if the signal level is low.
Keeps Out DC

The condenser in series with the pri-

mary will prevent direct current from entering the transformer. Hence it will be

FIG. 1

A PUSH-PULL STAGE DESIGNED SO AS TO REDUCE HARMONIC DISTORTION TO A MINIMUM.

Equal Pairs of Balanced Transformers, as Well as the
Standard Push - Pull Type, Afford Superb Tone Quality-Some Problems in Audio Amplification
operated at the zero point on the mag-

netization curve. There will be no steady
flux in the core, and the transformer will
be operated at the best point. But the
magnetization curve is not straight over
the range of operation. There will there-

fore be harmonics in the flux resulting
from the signal. These harmonics, both
odd and even, will appear across the sec-

The fact that the secondary is
center tapped will not alter the case. All
ondary.

the harmonics introduced by the core will
be impressed as a signal across both the
tubes in the push-pull stage. There is no
way of getting rid of them.

of the output transformer as a whole just
exactly as it flows through the primary
of the input transformer.
Separate Coupling Transformers
It is possible to build push-pull amplifiers with ordinary coupling transformers.

In that case two input and two output
transformers are necessary for each stage.
If these transformers are equal in pairs,
the circuit will be balanced and even harmonics will be suppressed, provided that
the connections are made properly. But
the steady current will be effective in producing a steady flux in each of the trans-

Harmonics in Output

formers.

The secondary is accurately center
tapped by assumption. So is the primary

circuits.

of the output transformer. Hence the
even harmonics produced in the tubes

Hence the distortion

in

the

cores will be greater. But it will be no
greater than it would be in unsymmetrical

will be balanced out.
The direct current in the primary of the

Small Harmonic Distortion
The total harmonic distortion due to the
cores in properly designed transformers is

magnitude flow in opposite directions.

tortion due to the tubes can be made very
small by operating the tubes well below
the overloading point.

output transformer has no effect in producing a steady magnetization of the output core, because two currents of equal

That is the way the even harmonics are
balanced out, for the steady current is
the zeroth harmonic.
We started out with a single signal frequency, but the first transformer introduced all the harmonics. So the signal

current in the primary of the output transformer contains all the harmonics. The
only thing gained by the push-pull stage

very small, and the total harmonic dis-

Soloist is Passe,
Says One, Reformed
Chicago.

Soloists are "played out" over the radio,

was to prevent the transmission of the

said Larry Shay, veteran radio songster

How does this fare in the,output trans-

than five years, Larry met Fred Fisher in
the WBBM studio one night. They decided to constitute themselves a harmony

even harmonics generated in the tubes.
Let us select one of the signal frequencies present, the original signal frequency.
former? Although the output transformer
operates at the zero point by virtue of the
balancing out of the effect of the steady

current, there will be harmonics in the
flux in the core just as there was in the
core of the input transformer, because the
signal current flows through the primary

and member of the team, Larry and Freddie, heard regularly over WBBM.

After playing a lone hand for more

team.

"Radio listeners run away from soloists,

for they have heard so many, good and
bad," said Shay. "When a solo is announced the dials begin to turn."
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and Pass Filter Increases
High Selectivity Without Sideban
By Capt. Peter

Contributini

T2

SO

8-

0

PL

ONE S/OE OF L /NE IS O-ROONO-,

I/O

1,f

17C

FIG. 1.
A band pass filter is incorporated at the input to the BPS, while the two radio frequency stages are standard TRF. This all electric AC receiver affords exceptionally realistic tone. The tone value of the band pass filter is preserved by grid brass detection and high-class transformer coupled audio.
THE intense interest in tone values in
created so as to get rid of these two prinradio reproduction has brought into
LIST
OF
PARTS.
cipal nuisances in the best possible manpopular use with kit -set constructors the
L3L4, L5L6-Three radio frequency ner. The common rotor of the four band pass filter, which admits a certain L1L2,
transformers, model AC5, for .0005 mfd. section condenser goes to ground, which
band of radio frequencies limited to the
condensers, or model AC3 for .00035 is established through a capacity conwidth of the modulation imprint. Thus
mfd. condensers; coils manufactured nected to the AC line (since this receiver
full sideband acceptance is made posScreen Grid Coil Co.
is all -electric). Hence the radio frequency
sible, with retention of selectivity. And Cl,byC2,
C3, C4-One Hammarlund .0005 potential increases in all instances away
it is the only known method of getting
mfd. four -section battleship model tun- from ground and the equivalent potential
both high selectivity and quality.
ing condenser, code number BSQ50. of your hand.
There are numerous band pass filter
The input to the first tube is selective
(For .00035 mfd. code number is BSQ35)
circuits. All of them are filters because VR,
SW-One
Electrad
Royalty
volume
and
pure according to the law of the
they are tuned, while the band-pass feacontrol variable resistor, 0-5,000 ohms, band pass filter. The two succeeding
ture arises, of course, from the fact that
110 -volt AC switch attached.
stages are familiar as straight TRF. There
only a specified and pre -determined band RI,with
R2-Two Electrad 1,500 -ohm type B is no sideband cutting in two simple
of frequencies is admitted.
150 wire -wound resistors.
stages of TRF, hence with a band pass
The simplest form of the band pass R3,
filter input the tone proportion is well
R4-Two
Electrad
50,000
-ohm
type
filter is that incorporated in Fig. 1, where
maintained
by the two succeeding standB5000 wire -wound resistors.
the secondary L2 is tuned by one variElectrad 500 -ohm type B50 wire - ard stages.
able condenser and the secondary L4 is R5-One
wound resistor.
Detection is obtained in tube 3 by the
tuned by another condenser, the two cir- R6-One
grid
bias method, which is better for tone
Electrad
3,500
-ohm
type
B350
cuits being made common by virtue of
wire -wound resistor (see text).
purity. There follow two stages of transjoinder through L3 and CB.
CA, CB, CS-Three Aerovox .00025 mica former coupled audio frequency amplification, which, if the coupling media are
High Volume Level
fixed condensers, type 1450.
unwisely chosen, will upset the entire
C5,
C6,
CG-Three
Aerovox
.02
mfd.
conIn actual physical makeup, coil L1L2
densers,
type
1450.
consists of a radio frequency transformer C7, C9-Two Aerovox .5 mfd. condensers, tone gain.
and L3L4 another coil exactly like it.
Layout of Receiver
type 207.
L3 is common to both tuned circuits and C10-One
It
is quite practical, in these days of
Aerovox
4
mfd.
condenser,
207.
is in inductive relationship to L4, hence
T2,-One Victoreen 112 Audio Unit well -made, expertly -designed audio transcouples more strongly to that secondary T1,
formers, to obtain splendid realism from
(two transformers in one casing).
than to the other. This method of
Victoreen No. 327 filament trans- this method of coupling, but it is a sad
strengthening the delivery to the first T3-One
mistake to use cheap transformers. All
former.
tube was worked out so that the volume (1),
(2), (3), (4)-Four five -prong sockets good ones cost money, because of the
level would be kept as high as possible
for 227 type tubes.
large amount of wire used for high priwithout sacrifice of essential selectivity.
(5)-One
4
-prong
socket.
mary impedance and step-up ratio, the
Some difficulties arise in the usual form
Speaker plus, Speaker minus-Three size and quality of material in the core,
of common coil or condenser coupled Ant.,
the care taken in manufacture and the
binding posts
filter, as this one is, the absence of ground One
sturdy, attractive casings that popular
7x24 -inch front panel.
potential of the rotor being the most seri- One 1194
taste requires.
x
23
-inch
baseboard.
ous, since it creates body capacity effects, One Hammarlund drum dial, Code No.
Now as for the physical layout of the
disastrous to any receiver. MaladjustSDB1 (which includes pilot light), with receiver, the front panel has a combinament of tuning is another, since the cirpilot light PL.
tion volume control and switch at left,
cuits would be dissimilar from succeeding One
drum dial escutheon at center, and dial
extra
Hammarlund
knob
for
volume
ones, which likely would be tuned by secknob at right. The Hammarlund drum
control,
SDBK
wire.
tions of the same multiple capacity unit, Hardware.
dial permits location of the knob at any
in these days of single control.
point required by the projection of the
The, design of the BP5 was studiously One National Velvet -B model 3580.
condenser shaft-either close to the dial,
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Tone Quality Remarkably
Cutting in a 5 -Tube AC Circuit
V. O'Rourke
Editor

for conventional layout, or at the opposite
end of the condenser. Since a 24 -inch

front panel was used, the hole for the
knob is 1 1/16 inches from right, while
symmetry compels the volume control to

be located an equal distance from left.
Only by using a larger width front panel
can these two knobs be kept farther in
from the panel sides.
Conforms to Letter U

Ce.,T

Behind the panel are the condenser,
stretching from center to right; to the
left of the dial scale the filament trans-

former and B supply, while the usual left -

to -right wiring for radio frequencies is
preserved because the antenna input is,
taken almost at the center at rear of the
baseboard layout.

The audio channel

/011.

FIG. 2.
The front panel dimensions of the BPS. See the text for an explanation.

CB were not used, the common coupling

tuning knob mechanism, must be in just
the right place.

takes a reverse course, so that the RF

coil L3 would add a little to the inductance of each of the united tuned circuits-enough to throw the resonance

absolute minimum made possible by mod-

the succeeding TRF stages, and you would

mechanism won't engage the condenser,
or the scale at center will be off register.

the patience and the inclination.
Gain Aided by Bypass

length of the shaft projections from either
end of the condenser. The condenser may
be shifted in respect to the dial drum and
scale, and the bushing of the driving mechanism at right. But if you exercise
anything less than real care you may spoil

and AF construction represent the letter
U.
The confinement of front panel to the

ern devices-a scale to read, a knob to
rotate the scale, and a combination switch
and volume control - makes for most

point several degrees lower than that for

simplicity.

have a three -station set, instead of one
that tunes in thirty or forty stations with
ease any night in New York City, and
up to fifty, or maybe more, if you have

vided by CG in Fig 1, and all grid re-

There is nothing non -essential in the
of parts. You could not omit the
plate bypass condenser in the detector

A factory -built B supply is easily incorporated, affording a maximum voltage
of 180. Only the 90 -volt post need be
used for the intermediate voltage. B
minus is connected to the ground pro-

turns are made to ground, the plate current for each tube being sent through an
individual resistor to provide
bias.

negative

The greater the value of resistance, the
greater the bias, for given plate current.
That is why the same method provides
bias, for amplification and for detection.
In the 'case of the detector the biasing
resistor, R3, is 50,000 ohms, whereas the
RF biasing resistors are 1,500 ohms (this
relatively high value being chosen for the

increased selectivity, and stability, that

dispenses with neutralization), while the
last tube is biased through a resistance of
about 1,800 ohms, by use of about half
of a 3,500 ohni 'resistor.

Circuit Performs Well
This receiver is by no means "another
five -tube set," but something remarkable
in its tone realism, tuning ease, volume
and sensitivity and, of course selectivity.
As for performance, a favorite test in and
around New York City is to determine
whether a. receiver brings in WLW, Cincinnati, through WOR and WEAF, without any background from either of those
two powerful locals. The BPS-so-called
because it is a band pass filter circuit
using five tubes-does all of that, and
does it well. Also it brings in many
other distant stations without difficulty.

Notice that no trimmers are used, but

remember that this advantage can not be
obtained from cheap ganged condensers.
If you use cheap condensers in any circuit you must tune each stage separately
-no multiple tuning permitted-unless
you want to throw away desired sensitivity.

The primaries on the coils are of low
inductance, and all identical, so that one
tuned circuit is just like another, even
unto the band pass filter circuit (consisting of two tuned parts), because of the
special means provided through the balancing condsenser CB. If the condenser

circuit, for instance, without lowering
the detection efficiency. Nor could you

omit a bypass condenser across the detector biasing resistor without obtaining
only thin, tinny reproduction, instead of

the marvelous quality you are assured of,
with that condenser included.
Volume would be much lower if the
bypass condensers across the biasing resistors in the two RF tubes were omitted,
and also low notes would suffer badly, and
self -oscillation would be rampant from
380 meters down. The coupling effectan undesired one-otherwise produced by

any biasing resistor, since the grid and
plate circuits are made common, is nullified by

the bypass condenser.

The

impedance to radio frequencies is made
low by relatively small values of condensers, but to audio frequencies it is
made low only by large capacities. As
there is an audio component in the detector circuit, at least 0.5 mfd. should be
used, while the first audio tube's bias has
a condenser across it of the same value.
In the last stage, however, nothing less
than 4 mfd. will do. Low notes are attenuated with 3. mf&, shattered by 2
mfd. and lost by 1 mfd. across the resistor

that biases the last tube. Yet 6 mfd.
does not produce any improvement over
4 mfd. that is noticeable to this human
ear. Even the oscillograph tells you that
4 mfd. is enough, although theory will
dictate that the capacity never can be
high enough !

Some Quirks Discussed

There are some peculiarities in the circuit and its construction.
The Hammarlund battleship condenser
should be rigidly mounted, also it must be
precisely mounted in respect to the front
panel, so that the scale which is at center
is absolutely aligned, while the bushing
and setscrew to secure the oposite end of
the condenser shaft, which is part of the

If you miss up on any of these things
you can see for yourself that the knob

It is true there is tolerance, due to the

your front panel by misplacement of
holes, simply because the condenser frame
will stop at the bushing at right or dial

drum at left.
Front Panel Dimensions
The dimensions for the front panel are
given in Fig. 2. The front panel is ever
so important when the tuning knob is at-

tached to the far end of the condenser,
since each different type of condenserdouble, triple, quadruple etc.-and each
different make requires a different knob
position, whereas a knob centered on a
dial assumes the same position no matter what are the length, breadth, thickness and price of the condenser!
It is obvious that the elevation of the
escutheon determines the horizontal plane
which the tuning knob shaft must pierce,

since the upright distance between this
shaft and shaft of the condenser (hence
any given point on the condenser) is always the same.

In the laboratory model of the BPS
the front panel to the baseboard. and
the front panel cleared the baseboard a

brackets 1/4x2 inches were used to secure

little by forward extension. This raised
the front panel relative to the baseboard
up 7-16", that is, by the thickness of the
baseboard.
Selectivity without sideband cutting.

Realism to the utmost attainable today.
Sensitivity.

Ease and simplicity of control.
High volume, adjustable to a whisper.
Excellent appearance.
All -electric operation, for alternating
current, without hum, since four 227 tubes
and one 171A tube are used.
These are the things you get when you

build the BPS, a circuit that affords all
anyone can 'reasonably expect from a
five -tube receiver-and somewhat more
than reason would demand.
*

*

*

[Constructional layout and treatise will
be published in next week's issue, dated
March 2d.]
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Literature Wanted
THE names and addresses of read-

ers of RADIO WORLD who
literature on parts and sets
from radio manufacturers, jobbers,
dealers and mail order houses are
published in RADIO WORLD on request of the reader. The blank at
bottom may be used, or a post card
desire

or letter will do instead.
RADIO WORLD,

145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
I desire to receive radio literature.
Name

Address

City or town
State

J. H Openshaw, 628 E. 10% St., Houston, Tex.
Gordon Hill, 23 West Ave., Kitchener, Ont., Can.
C. W Hart, 1010 -3rd St., S. W., Canton, Ohio.
R. B. Dalet, R. R. No. 3, Stanton, Mich.
Frank Volk, 5441 S. Birmingham St., Tacoma,
Wash.
Bert Eldredge, P. 0. Box M-1, Roseville. Calif.
Thornton Bogert, 1153 Halpin Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio
C. V. Pollock, 127 E. Clark St., Albert Lea,
Minn.
L. T. 'Clouse, 109 Vandyke, Detroit, Mich.
W. 0. Dunn, Jonesboro, Ga.
Harold G. Colvin, R. R. No. 6, Box 37, South
Bend, Ind.
M. F. Loose, R. No. 3, Clyde, Ohio.
F. E. Walla, c. o. The Cleveland, Cincinnati &
St. Louis Ry. Co., Chrisman,
J. F. Gladieux, 1212 East Fillmore St., Phoenix,
Ariz.

Lloyd Morris, 215 E. High St., Monticello, Ill.

Oakey H. Kemmis, 129 E. O'Connor Ave., Lima,
Ohio.
R. L. Strand, 401 N. 1st St., Monmouth, Ill.
Claude Brown, 15 Monroe Ave., Hammonton,
N. J.
Fred L. Cutler, 720 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.
C. M. Rogers, Box 111, Topeka, Kans.

H. Borland, 184 Gladstone Ave., Ottawa, Ont.,
Can.
W.

Ga.

'ommins, 311% East 40th St., Savannah,

1W.

H. Lenox, 125 Cross St., Central Falls, R. I.
Henry A. Kifmire, 71 Windsor Ave., Meriden,
Conn.

Adolf Bol4an, 324 Bloomfield St., Hoboken, N. J.
Geo. E. Hiatt, 2817 Robson, Indianapolis, Ind.
Leonard Melkado, 512 Main St., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.
R. E. Davison, Harvard, Nebr.
Pied Stoufer, 318 Prospect St., Ashland, Ohio.
Ed. Sox, 1217 Mason St., Toledo, Ohio.
Stanley Lutz, 2143 Lincoln Ave., Northampton,
Pa.
J. T. Galbraith & Son, Gladstone, Ill.
Chas. V. Robor., Kane, Wyo.
A. W. Potts, Tipton, Pa.
R. L. Johnston., Steffenville, Mo.
B. R. Hoeg, c. o. Amer. Railway Exp. Co., Horton, Mich.
E. T. Krauss, Freeburg, Ill.
C. H. Anderson, 1003 So. 2nd St.,Springfield, Ill.
J. I. Sweeney, 866 Broadway,
ast Providence,
R. I.
John Welsh, 46 Morton St., Stoughton, Mass.
Forrest Bray, Monrovia, Ind.
Albert Mount, Garfield, Kans.
R. M. Holden, 43 Homer Rd., Pittsfield, Mass.
Lee B. Hoover, 409 Gernhart Ave., Mishawaka,
Ind.
E. B. Polk, Cheriton, Va.
Tyler Electric Co., E. J. Tyler, E. E. Mgr., 128
Ohlman Ave., Massillon, Ohio
P. K. Ewing, Radio Editor, "New Orleans States,"
900 Camp St., New Orleans, La.
H. Persett, Onondaga Auto Supply Co., 353 E.
Onondaga St., Syracuse, N. Y.
D. C. Moyer, 170 Ocean View St., New Haven,
Conn.
Geo. H. Deval, 47 Erskine St., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Kreiner, 117 Riverside Dr., Northampton,
Mass.
R. S. Curry, Ridge Radio Lab., 509 Montgomery
St., Portland, Ore.
Madison Cooper, Jr., Box 36, Calcium, N. Y.
H. F. Wilson, Box 715, Bloomington, Ill.
Robert S. Alter, V. -P., The American Tool Works
Co., Pearl & Eggleston Ave.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
E. N. Sims, 5115 Wellington St., Verdun, Montreal, Quebec, Can.
H. W. Bamford, 1954 James St., St. Paul, Minn.
W. E. Bricker, Box 30782, San Quentin, Calif.
W A. Dorson, Mountain View, Mo.
W. R. Grace &Co. E. Schreiter, 7 Hanover Sq.,
New York, N. Y.
Jack Cochrane, c. o. The First National Bank,
New Haven, Conn.
Alphonse Batt, Evansport, Ohio.
E. J. Fitzgerald, 618 E. 8th St., New. Albany, Ind.
R. A. Meeht 2415 Germant St., Erie, Pa.
B. C. Smith, 1151 Western Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Fred Beers, Prop., City Drug Store, Perry, Okla.
R. E. Walsh, R. D. No. 5, Cuba, N. Y.
R. B. Unangst, 386% Woodland Ave, Oakmont,
Pa.
Joe Micucci, 546 Albert St., W., Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont., Can.
W. A. Mallernee, 187 Howland St., Battle Creek,
Mich.
E. Hagstrom, c. o. Hotel Claridge, Room 706,
Memphis, Tenn.
Edward J. Peart, 3825A Marine, St. Louis, Mo.
D. J. Francis, 7709 Aberdeen Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.
J. B. Adams, 1811 E. 3t6h St., Kansas City, Mo.
G. L. Watson, 3224 E. 32nd St., Kansas City, Mo.
Theo. Huus, Makoti, N Dak.
Arthur Tazelaar, Macatawa, Mich.
Jas. A. Wite, 521 Knarr St.,DuBois, Pa.
Maynard O'Rear, Jasper, la.

H. F. Sotherland, 3 West Jefferson St., Detroit,
Mich.
John E. Krebs. 967 Woodlawn Ave., Price Hill,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
A. J. Wyant, Cherryville, Ore.
Elmer R. Mink, 1259 So. Taylor St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Geo. E. Davis, 3089 Potter St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Geo. E. Davis, 3089 Potter St., Philadelphia, Pa.
F. Donlan, 11037 S. Troy St.. Chicago, Ill.
A. E. Gormley, c. o. Flynn State Bank, Flynn,
Texas
J. D. McFarren, 1215 Chislett St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tos. O'Connor, Sheldon, Ill.
Wagner & Hyter, 321 Floyd St, Toledo, Ohio.
Byron Fortner, Bridgeport Ind.
H. Buran Box 107 Cochrane Ont. Can %Clubz
H. Buran, Box 107, Cochrane, Ont., Can.

Fluhart & Wiliams, 2124 Queen Anne Ave., Seattle, Wash.
A. E. Morse, Jr., 647 Lawson Ave., Steubenville,
Ohio.
Robert Fox, 334 Washington St., W. Pittston, Pa.
R. V. Coghlan, 1233 Flood St., New Orleans, La.
Lloyd Henderson, 1509 4th Ave., E., Grinnell,
Iowa.
Clyde Hartner, 367 Denisonview St., Crafton Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Louis Puzia, 100 Wood St., Garfield, N. J.
Richard Parsons, 20 12th Ave., San Mateo, Calif.
Chas. Miller, 6 Brook St., Toraopolis, Pa.
0. Goode, Upper House, Lawrenceville, N. J.
A. G. Shaw, 348 Herkimer St., Hamilton, Ont.,
Can.
J. P. Lazure, P. 0. Box 84, St. Hyacinthe, Que.,
Can.
Jack Conway, 1811 First Ave., Perry Iowa.
K. F. Thornburg, 811 Jennings Ave., Bartlesville,
Okia.

H. F. Lewis, 1006 E.
Ohio.

131st St., E. Cleveland,

M. W. Coburn, 32 Sturgis Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.
Ensign J. A. Glick, U. S. S. Humphreys, c/o
Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
L. Butterfield, 50 Cedarville Ave., Toronto, Ont.,
Can.

Jos. N. White, 1236 E. Price St., Phila, Pa.
Satran Bros., Radios, Box 307, Wilson, Kans.
C. F.
418 Ave. C, Danville,Ill.
I.

J.
j. W. Moore, ao Glenmora Auto Co., Glenmora,
La.
Norman Cosgrove, 350 Main St., Brockton, Mass.
E. D. Sullivan, Sullfyke Radio Shop, 1014 E.
John, Seattle, Wash.
J. W. Eichinger, P. 0. Box 333, Ames, Iowa.
Wm. B. Shrader, 108 N. Mul. St., Hagerstown,
Md.
A. M. Gazay Jr., 2610 1st Ave., Seattle, Wash.
J. M. Moroney, 4413 Bell Ave., Houston, Tex.
B. B. Ward, cio Gen'l Del'y, Houston, Tex.
J. G. Williamson, 4334 S. Van Buren Pl., Los
Angeles, Calif.
Raymond L. Ringuette, 416 11th St., No., Fargo,
N. Dak.
Geo. Potts,
Calif.

706 So.

Columbus Ave., Glendale,

Forrest Judy, Apt. 201, 4717 Baldwin Ave., Lincoln, Nebr.
C. M. Rogers, Topeka, Kans.
J. G. Schaf, 215 Clinton Ave., Albany, N. Y.
Leon T. Burr, Box 103, Higganum, Conn.
J. N. Thanett, Box 35, Newton Falls, N. Y.
Luther Halter, R. R. No. 4, Morgan Ave., Evansville, Ind.
M. D. Weagley, 121 Mulberry St., Bristol, Pa.
A. Pache, 264 West 24th St., New York City.
Clyde Francis, 935 East 79th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Prof. H. G. Phillips, Box 464, Lake Placid, N. Y.
Robert Reilly, 266 William St., New York, N. Y.
R. L. McLean, Dept. of Lands, Bridge St., Sydney, New So. Wales, Australia.
S. E. Kenyon, 13008 Buckeye Rd., Cleveland,
Ohio.
J. J. Bernard, 5223 Addison St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. R. Jones, 44 Nicholson St., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
C. L. Masser, 911 So. 60th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
M. M. Roddey, 1102 -26th St., Cleveland, Tennessee.
P. Sweeney, 353 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Clara E. Hohl, R. F. D. No. 1, Box 25, East
Schodack, N. Y.
Harold Lewis, 239 Lake St., Newark, N. J.
H. G. Havenor, 612 -12th East, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
C. A. Shellenberger, 314 -4th St., Altoona, Pa.
H. E. Burks, Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
F. M. Rose. 30 Adams Ave.. Norwalk. Conn.
N. King & Son, 1607 Crump St., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Sam R. Graham, Warrenton, Va.
Geo. H. Oetman, Hamilton. Mich. -

C, S. Sparks, 215 E. 4th St., Rome, Ga.

Rev. Henry F. Zapf, 18 W. 2nd St., Monroe,
Mich.

C. A. Trask, 1415 So. Webster St., Saginaw, W,
S., Mich.
Julius Royman, Carthagena, Ohio.
Jas. Nolan, Jr., East Alton, Ill.
Thomas Vecchio, P. 0. Box 203, West Point, N.
Y.
R. D. Morrissey, 63 Fayerweather St., Cambridge,
Mass.
A. Riesel Charlottenlundt Vej 32, Hellerup, Denmark, Europe.
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P. Sweeney, 353 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jas. H. Openshaw, 628 E. 10% St, Houston, Tex.
S. C. McClelland, Raymilton, Pa.
Jas. A. Day, 5546 Joy Road, Detroit, Mich.
Lissner's, Lockhart, Texas.
Red Cliff Furn. Co., 230 N. Union, Pueblo, Colo.
A. C. Christenson, 1014 Paola Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

Jas. Stewart, 2616 No. Darien St., Phila., Pa.

Mrs. Frank Ogden, 7593 Cameron Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
C. C. Burdett, Haleyville, Ala.
Frank P. Evans, 906 Grader St., Hoboken, N. J.
Henry G. Fargel, 103 Griffith St., Jersey City, N. J.
Arthur A. Allers, 882 Summit Ave., Jersey City,
N. J.
Whilus Tire Shop, Box 63, Devant, Kansas.
Arthur Simons, R. F. D. No. 2, Box 251, White
Plains, N. Y.
Julius ShaM, 592 Oak Terrace, New York, N. Y.
John Zingin, 1115 Ottawa St., Leavenworth, Kans.
J. Fagan, 2767 Bryant St., San Francisco, Calif.
John Mitchell, 3352 N. Waterloo St., Phila., Pa.
Tod A. Kelty, Burghill, Ohio.
David Wall, Berlin, Conn.
Charles Mas, 210 -8th Ave., New York, N. Y.
E. W. Warner, 2816 N. Taney St., Phila., Pa.
Jack Burnett, 1608 So. Walnut St., Pittsburg,
Kansas.
B. E. Stewart, 3825 E. 6th St., Kansas City, Mo.
E. D. Miner, Prin., Price County Rural Normal
Sch., Phillips, Wis.
Ernest Wojnas, 32 Damson St., Pawtucket, R. I.
A. W. Hibshman, R. F. D. No. 4, Box 37, Myerstown, Pa.
W. Garratt, Spangle, Wash.
P. J. Ford, 106 Snyder Ave., Phila., Pa.
Louis BiczyKowski, 1139 No. 17th St., Lorain, 0.
John Mollica, 130 Breedens Lane, Franklin Park,
Mass.
F. L. Partlo, 130 Barnet St., Houghton, Mich.
H. M. Bohannan, 3007 Midlothian Pike, South
Richmond, Va.
C. H. McKay, 50 Wakefield St- Rochester, N. Y.
R. L. Johnston, Steffenville, Mo.
Walter M. Jeffers, Hadley, N. Y.
Stanley Lutz, 2143 Lincoln Ave., Northampton, Pa.
Rio Sales Agency, Eagle Pass, Texas
Arthur Petruzello, 346 Mill St., Feeding Hills,
Mass.
Lindo Barretine, 325 Market St., Pittston, Pa.
Elias Krusko, Jr., 522 Cleveland St., Hazelton, Pa.
E. E. Kelley, Dryden, Maine, L. B. Q.
D. C. Albrecht, R. F. D. No. 11, Dayton, Ohio.
Geo. E. Ingalls, 1729 Melrose Ave., Seattle, Wash.
H. E. Erwin, 101% E. Patterson Ave., Connelsville, Pa.
H. H. Scheibel, Campbell, Nebr.
T. B. Puryear, 204 Marion Bldg., Augusta, Ga.
William Brown, 7 Dibble St., 'Danbury, Conn.
C. L. Cummings, Harris Cigar Store, 507 So.
16th St., Omaha Nebr.
Wm. Johnston, 1161 Howell, St., St. Louis, Mo.
D .M. Montgomery, 1586 Calhoun St., New Orleans, La.
Old Colonial Radio Co., 8523 ave. J., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Louis Edelstein, 304 E. 62nd St., New York,
N. Y.
Chas. Meister, 1012 E. Bancroft St., Tol tdc., 0.
E. M. LaFrance, 68 Ottawa St., N., Hamilton,
Ont., Can.
W. McConnell, 214 N. Tower, Centralia, Wash.
Wm. Boehm, Sr., 882 Sedgwick St., Ridgewood,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frank Merritt, Prineville, Ore.
A. B. Brown, 1001 Morgan St., Ft. Worth, Tex.
G. 13. McMillan, Consul, Sask., Canada.
Calvin G. Townsend, Bolckow, Mo.
W. Turner Lippe, 58 William St., Newark. N. 5.
Geo. L. Benson, P. 0. Box 304, Soldier Summit,
Utah.
Geo. Hoffeller, 366 Anderson Ave., Cliffside, N. 5.
Lulu E. Fenton, 1392 E. 2nd St., Jamestown, N.Y.
E. W. Hulick, 1403 E. Providence Ave., Spokane, Wash.
H. A. Crowe, 18 Coakley Ave., Harrison, N. Y.

P. W. Lytle, 926 Market St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. G. Dove, 82 Avalon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
B. H. Naylord, 415 N. Broad St., New Orleans,
La.
C. D. Duncan, 3748 Rolfs Place, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Studwell, 54 Jefferson Ave., Wildwood, N. J.
Alfred Roldes, 229 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.
P. G. Huges, 1215 Nr 28th St., Birmingham, Ala.
J. P. Freeman, Paris, Ark.
E. A. SMith Radio Service, Gaynordale Ave.,
Woodlawn P. 0.. Baltimore, Md.
Conrad Weil, 680 Grant St., Akron, Ohio.
Rex Crittenden, 36 Main St., Geneva, N. Y.
Frank Csontas, 1548 DeWitte St., Schenectady,
N. Y.
Will Brown, 746 -6th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Sylvanus Ebert, 308 S. Capitol. St., Iowa City, Ia.
Harry Bucher, 1104 May Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. 0. Parsons, 818 Sycamore St., Waterloo, Ia.
J. A. Johnston, 1039 Fort Clark Hotel, Detroit,
Mich.
G. A. Ream, 2540 Cortland Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
Joe Bruskin, 2451 So. 5th St., Phila., Pa.
Arthur Niemeier, 2524 Hackbery St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
C. G. Brown, 311 Andrews Ave., Fresno, Calif.
C. A. Mowry, R. No. 1, North Scituate, R. I.
Rayon Adams, 404 Wood St., Ft. Worth. Texas.
A. Bowkett, Acevedo 1070, Banfield F. C. S.,
Argentine Rep., S. A.
T. Close, Box 231, Richland, Mo.
J. F. Kenney, 61 "I" Street. So. Boston, Mass.
B .M. Fritzsinger, Sta. A, Waterloo, Iowa.
H. I. Gille. 225 Randall St.. Waterloo, Iowa.
W. Schoenfeld, 6047 No. Menard Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
T. R. Scott, 1529 Lay Rd.. Webster Groves, Mo.
H. E. Brose, 1535 Cornelia Ave Chicago, Ill.
Everett Overly, 2015 No. Belmont Ave., Indianapolis. Ind.
Laureano Varela, San Juan St., Guayama, F. R.
La Venn Roll. 310 Columbus St., Jackson, Mich.
R. W. Barr, Box 1402, Columbus, Ohio.
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FREE Question and Answer Department conducted by RADIO WORLD
for its yearly subscribers
only by its staff of Experts.
Address Radio University,
RADIO WORLD, 145 West
45th St., New York City.

resonance."

drummy

This

effect

is

avoided in part by keeping the back open,

L2

L

Most dynamic speakers will work to

better tonal advantage if the popular types
of baffle board are not used, for these are
simply decorative cabinets to contain the
speaker, and produce boom frequencies of
disgusting strength, sometimes called "box

but really the board should be just that
without sides or back, except for a grill

"d-ata-

covered by silk or such acoustically noneffective material.
*

*
C2

C>

*

PLEASE PUBLISH a circuit diagram
of a full -wave rectifier using two type
-81 tubes and incorporating a 250 am-

Inn

C>

C3

plifier stage.
GCB
T2

C>

1.-C1-)-40

0O

OUTPUT
(SPEAKER)

C7

0

-0

L3

(2)-Show clearly how the loudspeaker
should be connected for best operation.
JOHN HOWARD,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
(1)-See Fig. 731 for such a diagram.

(2)-Return the speaker to the midtap

on the 7.5 volt winding as shown.
*

*

*

WHAT IS MEANT by the natural

wavelength of a radio frequency choke
coil?

(2)-How can

FIG. 731
THE DIAGRAM OF A FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER USING TWO TYPE -81 TUBES,

WITH A 250 AMPLIFIER STAGE BUILT IN.

DO filter condensers often break down?
A. J. SCOTT,
Zanesville, Ohio.
Condensers used in high voltage circuits
such as that in Fig. 731 above often break
down in service. The break -down often

occurs during warm weather and after
prolonged periods of operation. This indicates that the temperature of the condensers has much to do with the life of
them. An alternating current through a

condenser causes much heating.
It would seem that the condenser next

to the rectifier tube would break down
first, for it is apparently subjected to the
highest peak voltages. But it does not
always work out that way. The condenser next to the voltage divider seems to
break down first. The voltage fluctuation across this condenser is mainly caused
by the signal. The next condenser to
break down is that in series with the
speaker.

Perhaps these conclusions are based on
a series of consecutive breakdowns due
to defective condensers, but that is not

likely. Surely the condensers which broke

down were defective, but all of the condensers in the high voltage circuit were
of the same defectiveness. Yet those
that were expected to break down first
have stood up for a long time whereas
the others did break down a number of
times.

In selecting condensers for the high

voltage circuit, and that includes CI
in Fig. 731, condensers of 1,000 volts guaranteed rating should be picked. Conden-

coupled. To make up for this it is necessary to use a little more capacity.
*

*

*

I HAVE a radio set with a dynamic
speaker built in, mounted on the front
of the console. It is necessary or desirable to use a baffle board? What is the
best material for a baffle board?

DOUGLAS SCOTT,
Superior, Wis.

When the electro-dynamic cone is on
the front wall
than that provided by the cabinet is required, provided this is considerably larger
than the cone. A suitable material for a
baffle

is one that is not only stiff but

which is porous so that it will not reflect
any sound.

it be determined from

the data on the coil supplied by the manufacturers of the coils ?

(3)-Is the distributed capacity in or-

dinary coils large enough to bypass considerable radio frequency current?
JOSE ALMA,
San Francisco, Calif.

(1)-The natural wavelength of a coil
that which resonates with the inductance and the capacity of the coil.
(2)-First calculate the frequency in
is

kilocycles and divide this into 300,000. The
result is the natural wavelength of the
coil. Approximately the wavelength may

be obtained by taking the square root of
the product of the inductance of the coil
in millihenries

and the distributed

pacity in micromicrofarads and multiplying this by 60. The result is in meters.
(3)-Yes, the ordinary chokes are con-

densers throughout the broadcast band.
But still they offer .a high impedance to
these frequencies.

Join RADIO WORLD' University Club
And Get Free Question and Answer Service for One or Two years.
This Service Only for Those Who Subscribe by Filling out
This Coupon and Sending Remittance.
Subscribe for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 numbers, one each week) at ;6, or
two years at $10 (104 numbers) by filling out this coupon and enclosing remittance.
You will then become a member of RADIO WORLD'S University Club and receive
a secret number.
ss

1,000 -volt rating.

Put this number on the outside of the forwarding envelope (not the enclosed return
envelope) and also put at the head of your letter. If already a subscriber, send Si
or $10 for renewal from close of present subscription and your name will be entered
in Radio University. No other premium given with this offer.

simultaneously no harm will result.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 nos.); or $10.11 two years
(104 nos.) and also enter my name on the list of members of RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me free information in your Radio University Department

ser break -down may result in a burnt out rectifier tube as well. Condensers
suggested are Tobe, Acme or Flechtheim,

A useful precaution against condenser
breakdown is to see that at no time the
filament current in any of the tubes is
turned off before the power to the transformers is turned off. If all are broken
*

*

*

CAN A RADIO frequency tuner be
stabilized by putting a short circuited

for the period of

this subscription, and send me my secret number indicating
membership.

turn around the tuning coils?

(2)-What effect does this turn have

on the tuning?
MILTON AKELY, Rockford, Ill.
(1)-A short circuited turn has a stabilizing effect, it introduces a resistance into
the tuned circuit.

(2)-It lowers the selectivity

of the

tuned circuit and it reduces the effective
inductance of the tuning coil. In a strong
field it will stop all signals if closely

Name

Street

City and State
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How to Compute Bias
by the Plate Current Flowing in a Resistor
By Ed. C. Hall

L

B-

J.

77.1/5 LEAD USED AS E'RbUND.N
SW

040

//o y AC
6O ti

FIG. 1

AN INDIVIDUAL. GRID BIAS RESISTOR FOR EACH TUBE IN A CIRCUIT IS PREFERABLE TO USING ONE
RESISTOR FOR TWO OR MORE TUBES, EXCEPT WHEN THE TUBES ARE IN PUSH-PULL. EACH RESISTOR
SHOULD BE BYPASSED TO PREVENT FEEDBACK.
THE question often arises as to how to

obtain a grid bias for 227 tubes and
AC operated power tubes by means of
a resistor in the plate return circuit. It
is known that for a -71A tube the grid
bias resistor should be 2,000 ohms ap-

proximately. This resistance is calculated

on the assumption that the plate current
in the tube is 20 milliamperes when the
effective plate voltage is 180 and the grid
bias is 40 volts. But the plate current is
not 20 milliamperes in all cases.

Suppose the plate voltage on the tube

is

180

volts

and the plate current

is

nearer 60 than 20 milliamperes. If the
applied voltage is 180 and the 2,000 ohm
resistor is inserted it will be found that
the current is less than 20 milliamperes.

Thus the plate current depends on the
grid bias and the grid bias depends on
the bias resistance and the plate current.
The proper resistance to use in any
case may be obtained in the following
manner. Apply the rated voltage to the
plate, making allowance for the drop in
the output choke or transformer. Then

apply the rated bias for the voltage used
on the plate, and apply this bias by means
of grid batteries. Measure the plate current. Divide the rated grid bias by the
current thus obtained and the result is the
resistance that should b'e used.
Voltage Drops

But it will be found that the plate cur-

rent will be less than it was when the
grid battery was used. This does not

mean that the grid bias is wrong for the
effective plate voltage. It is just right,
because the grid bias is no longer the
rated bias. In order to bring the grid
bias and the effective plate voltage up to

rated values the applied voltage should be
increased by the amount of the rated grid
bias, or until the plate current is the
same as it was when the grid battery
was used.

In the case of a -71A tube it will be

found necessary to increase the total applied voltage to 220 volts in order to have
40 volts on the grid and 180 volts on the
plate. This assumes that the voltage drop
in the output circuit is negligible. It may
not be for it may be as high as 10 volts.
To make up for this the total applied
voltage should be increased to 230 volts.
Of course the adjustment is not critical.

There may be wide variations both in
plate and grid voltages. If this were not
so it would be very difficult to get the
proper adjustment. It is accurate enough
to take the normal current for specified
grid and plate voltages and divide this
into the specified grid bias to get the

Then when this resistance is
used the grid bias will automatically adjust itself to the correct value of the plate
voltage that is used, whatever that may
resistance.

be.

Case of 250 Tube

This method is used in figuring the grid
bias resistor for the 250 power tube. The

normal current with 450 volts on the plate
and 84 volts on the grid is 55 milliamperes.
The resistance is obtained by dividing 84
by .055, which gives 1,527 ohms for the
grid bias resistor. The nearest commercial size resistor is 1,500 ohms, so that is
used. The total voltage that must be ap-

one tube. That is important to remember
when hooking up a push-pull stage. If

the two equal tubes are not in the same
stage they should not be biased by the
same resistor because there will be feedback through it which will distort the
signal or cause oscillation.

Practical Example
A practical example of the use of separate grid bias resistors is shown in Fig. 1
herewith. R1, R2 and R3 provide the bias
for the radio frequency tubes. For these
tubes it is not necessary to use the rated

value but only enough to maintain the
grids negative no matter what the RF

signal may be. About three volts will be
enough. The current will be about 3 milliamperes when the plate voltage is 67.5
volts. Thus each of the resistors should
be 1,000 ohms. It is quite necessary to
put a bypass condenser across each one
as shown. The larger the condenser the
better, and it should not be less than .002
mfd.

Rd provides the bias for the detector.
Its value should be much higher than the

resistance of any of the preceding resistors because the plate voltage is higher,
a higher bias is needed for detector and
the plate current will be much less. If
the bias is 10.5 volts the current will be
about one half milliampere, so that resistance should be about 21,000 ohms.
Since the value is not critical either a
25,000 or a 20,000 ohm commercial re-

plied is 450 plus 84 plus the drop in the
output circuit. Thus the total may have
to be as high as 550 volts. But if only
500 volts are applied the bias will be cor- sistor will do.
rect because both the plate voltage and
The plate voltage on the next tube is
the grid voltage will be lower than nor- 90 volts. The bias should
be about 4.5
mal, and they will divide themselves in volts, for which the plate current
will be
the proper proportion.
4 milliamperes.
resistance should
When two equal tubes get their bias therefore be 1,125 The
ohms, the value of R4.
from the same resistor, and when the
R5, the bias resistor in the
stage
plate current of both flows through that has already been given as 2,000last
beresistor the value of the resistance should cause it is assumed that the lastohms
tube
is
be only half as large as the resistance for a -71A.
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Diamond Construction
Correct Placement of Parts Makes Wiring Easy
By Herman Bernard
[This series of articles on the new, highly
selective screen. grid Diamond of the Air,
was begun in 'the February 9th issue, continued last week, February 16th, and progresses to its conclusion this week. Questions will be answered next week.]

IN constructing the new model of the

Four-Tube Screen Grid Diamond, the
most selective yet presented, it is well to
adhere to the dimensions of a 7x21 -inch
front panel and a 10x20 -inch subpanel.
This gives you plenty of room. You may
infer that good results will be obtained in
smaller space, which is true, and that compression may be utilized, if necessary, e.g.,
to accommodate the receiver in a phonograph cabinet. These are special examples. The general run of constructors,
left free in their choice, should select the
standard 7x21 inch front, and that enables
utilization of the self -bracketing aluminum
subpanel.

L.

The sketch shows the arrangement of

BOTH COILS ARE MOUNTED IN AN UPRIGHT POSITION, WITH BINDING

to receive these parts in the correct position. Moreover, the sockets are built into
the aluminum subpanel. These positions
coincide exactly with those shbwn on the
official blueprint, which every constructor
should obtain, especially as the wiring
done below the subpanel is shown in the
blueprint in the same absolute position

IS USED FOR GREATER SECURITY, EASE OF CONNECTIONS AND GOOD
APPEARANCE.
more time on getting the proper electrical this receiver has holes to accommodate
effects and physical balance than on the the self -bracketing front elevation of the
wiring, since poor placement causes in- subpanel. The rheostat, tickler knob and
efficiency in set operation. Here all the switch holes are on one line, 2 inches up
physical design work has been done for from bottom, an extra knob being affixed
you, and you capitalize the time and to the switch (at right) to replace the

parts. The aluminum subpanel is drilled

that such wiring takes, and is not reversed, as in blueprints that treat the
subpanel as a fictitious transparency.
Avoid These Errors
Only two possibilities of mistake arise

in regard to the subpanel: the first or
antenna coil may be mounted with the
wrong binding posts facing the subpanel
posts (Ant., Gnd., etc.) and the audio

transformers also may face the wrong way.
Therefore look at the AC5 coil (L1 1.2 on

the schematic diagram previously pub-

POSTS AT BOTTOM FOR SHORT LEADS. AN ALUMINUM SUBPANEL

thought conscientiously bestowed by some
one else. And you cash in on the more

than abundant results just as well as the
first man to enjoy them.
The subpanel, being metal, dispenses

with a separate A minus lead to

the

Amperites and the first tuning condenser,
C2. If you use an insulated subpanel be

sure to establish ground and A minus
through an extra lead to the necessary
points, as the blueprint assumes the use of
a metal subpanel. Thus the A minus

lished) and trace the terminals of the

cable lead

the green primary winding of the commercial coils terminate in two posts at
one side of the coil form and the blue
secondary in two posts on the other side
of the form. Simply take care that the
terminals of the primary face to the left
as you view the front of the receiver, that
is, face the Ant. and Gnd. posts on the
subpanel. The respective polarities of this
coil and of the tuner (three-circut coil)

being furnished with the subpanel). Hence

respective windings. It will be found that

are correctly established by following the
blueprint, without need of examining the
coils. These polarities make the low potentials (A minus and B plus 135) adjoin.

"Low" refers to radio frequency potentials. The "high" RF potentials are grid
and plate.
The two audio transformers have their

P and B posts at right, their F and G

posts facing the antenna coil.
Every other part is correctly positioned
automatically if the tuner is mounted with

binding posts at bottom. If any doubt
ever arises, follow the blueprint which,
by the way, contains the top and bottom
views of the subpanel, full size, with all
wiring in plain view ; a dimensional plan
of the front panel; a schematic diagram
of the circuit and a list of official parts.
Also, this blueprint is free from "bug."
Hard Work Dispensed With
The hardest job about building a set is
not the wiring. That is easy and pleasant.
It is the layout of parts. If you have to

scheme it all out yourself you must soend

is soldered to a lug that is
held tight against the subpanel by a nut
(the hardware, plus insulating washers,

any time you desire to pick up A minus,
all you need do is tighten a nut against
a lug through a subpanel hole and solder
to the lug. Otherwise you would have to
carry the extra lead previously mentioned
from the "gnd." post to the desired point
of electrical contact.
The commercial front panel supplied for

gavel -shaped front fixture that comes with
the switch. This is to provide balance.

The jewel window of the pilot light

is

above the tickler knob, since the tuner is
mounted upside down.
Reconciliation

The series condenser Cl is .0005 mfd.,
as given in the list of parts February 9th.
The text stated this value as .00025 mfd.
last week.
The bypass condenser C7 in the detector

plate lead

is

under the second tuning

condenser. The audio transformers, when
seen from "below," for underneath wiring

of the subpanel, are reversed in respect
to the top view. These two points repre-

sent a mistake and an omission in respect
to the picture diagram published last week.
These corrections have been made in the
blueprint, which therefore is free from
any omission or error, and should be
consulted freely in building this most remarkable receiver.

PLUG AND CABLE for any SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
Handiest thing for ANY short-wave adapter.
Put detector tubs of your present set In

socket

of

any

short-wave adapter you
broadcast receiver. Cable,
34". Lends kientifIed both
by color scheme and tags.
5 -prong plug and S -lead
cable for AC

build, put plug In detector socket of your
PURPLE

BROWN
BLACK

GREEN
YELLOW

short wave
adapter. May
be used as

5.lead bat-

tery cable
plug with
UY socket.
(Cat No.
Z1AC) ILK

4 -prong extra
plug only,

moddition

other for DC short-wave to
adapter (Cat. No. nix)
sa.se.

Cat. No. DAC and UDC
ordered
together

$1.75.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET
New York City

Just East of Broadway
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Quick
Action
Classified
Ads

CONTROL THE VOLUME OF
ANY SET AT OUTPUT!

-

Connect the cord tips of the Volume Control to
your receiver output (speaker) posts. Connect
your speaker cords to the tip jacks of the Volume

WHO HAS a 350 -meter loose coupler formerly

Control. Vary
Price $3.00.

made by William Duck of Cincinnati? This coil
had five taps and the primary had a sliding
connection across bare wires. Address Tom W.
Searle, Cascada, Mont.

volume

by

turning the knob.

Acoustical Engineering Associates
145 West 45th Street, New York City

RADIO BEGINNERS-start with a 2 -tube DX
set, priced as low as $8.00. Write J. B. Eason,
83 Cain, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
RADIO INFORMATION

SHIELD GRIDS. AC., $4.00; DC, $3.50; Raytheon
Kino-Lamp, $6.00; 1929 kits. Write H. Davis, 230
So. Adams, Glendale, Calif.

DAVEN TELEVISION KITS
With Motor, Neon Lamp, Two Scanning Discs,
Daven Television Amplifier. Special price $34.00.
MARTIEN RADIO SHOP
Galion, Ohio

SEEDS FOR SALE
ALFALFA SEEDS, hardy common varieties
$8.40,

Alfalfa

$12.60,
bushel; Grimm variety
seed $18. Scarified sweet clover $3.90,

$10.20,

$5.20; Alsike or red clover $15. Bags Free. Send
for samples and catalogue.
Kansas Seed Co.,
Salina, Kan.

TAKE Your Choice of 4 Other Publications for
New Radio World Subscribers Ordering Now.
Radio World has made arrangements to offer,
with one year's subscription for Radio World,
a year's subscription for any one of the following publications FREE: Radio News or Science
and Invention or Boys' Life or Radio (San Francisco) or Radio Engineering.
Send $6.00 -now. State which other listed
publication you desire. Radio World, 145 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.

at the same time, or one at a time, the
Speakerelay gives you that service at the
turn of a knob. Simply connect the
Speakerelay cord tips to the output

(speaker posts) of your receiver, and put
the cord tips of one speaker in the first
two holes (shown on top in illustration)
and the cord tips of the other speaker in
the remaining, two holes (not shown).
'Then point the knob to "1" at left to
play the speaker whose cords are at left,
or point the know to "1" at right to play
the other speaker. Or, to play both together, point the knob at "2".

SUBSCRIBERS!

use one speaker and one pair of

Look at the Expiration
Date on Your

ing in DX, for with earphones you may
readily discern the call letters that might
not be so plain on the speaker. Also, any
weak station may be tuned in with more
accurate sharpness with earphones-and
remember the speaker may be going all

Wrapper
Please look at the subscription

date stamped on your last wrapper,
and if that date indicates that your
subscription is about to expire,

please send remittance to cover
your renewal.

In this way you will get your

copies

without interruption and
keep your file complete.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

RADIO WORLD
145 WEST 45TH ST., N. Y. CITY

for the

$5.00

4 -Tube Screen Grid
Universal; also

DIAMOND OF THE AIR

Instead of using two speakers you may

earphones. This is a great asset when tun-

the while
Another fine advantage is that anybody
hard of hearing can listen to any program
on the earphones, while the others hear it

from the speaker-all simultaneously, remember

Or you might want to listen in late
at night on earphones alone, so as not to
disturb' anybody. Your set may have no
detector listening post. Simply cut out
the speaker-by a mere turn of the
Speakerelay knob-and adjust the volume
control of your receiver until reception is
just comfortably loud on earphones.
Get one of these Speakerelays today
at only $2. It is sturdily built in a molded
bakelite casing, only 23/t" high. Positive,
unerring contact affords dependable results. It offers instantaneous convenience.

There is no loss in volume when this

Bakelite Front and Aluminum Subpanel

-

Five -Day Money -Back Guaranty

Finest eye appeal results from construction of the 4 -tube Screen Grid Diamond
of the Air when you use the official panels. The front panel is bakelite, already
drilled. The subpanel is aluminum, with sockets built-in, and is self -bracketing.
Likewise it has holes drilled in it to introduce the wiring, so nearly all of it is
concealed underneath set. Make your set look like a factory job.
Front panel alone, bakelite, drilled
$2.35
Aluminum subpanel alone, drilled, with sockets built-in
3.0

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET

of Pleasure and Convenience

IF you have two loudspeakers and want
a convenient method of playing both

- Cash with Order

South Clifton Park, Chicago.

$100J-° WORTH

for Only $2-"

10 cents a word
10 words minimum

Reliable, prompt, accurate, in every -day language,
25c per question. Radio Information Bureau, 1426
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

BLUEPRINT OF SCREEN GRID 4 -TUBE UNIVERSAL

device is used.
Members of the trade, service men,
salesmen,

etc., use the Speakerelay to
compare two speakers in a store or in

the home.

You can get $100 worth of service out
of one of these $2 products
Cat. No. 121 (illustrated)
$2.00
If you desire a Speakerelay that enables
comparison of four different speakers so
any one may be played at a time,
but all
connected in the casing, then order Cat.
No. 1234.
Cat. No. 1234
$2,50
We stock the Speakerelays in quantity
and sell them singly or in multiple lots,
on an immediate delivery basis. We also
have them on display at our office, so, if
convenient, come in and see them.
A five-day
-back guaranty attaches to each money
purchase of a Speakerelay.

- - $1.00 Guaranty Radio Goods Co.

Connections Doubly Clear Because Wiring Done on Top of the Subpanel is Shown Separately, and
wiring done underneath the subpanel is shown separately. All leads shown in the same direction in
which they are physically connected. You don't have to reverse the blueprint mentally to visualize
the practical connections. Crystal-clear blueprint safeguards against error. Order your print today.
Prompt delivery. Price of complete kit, $35.00 (less tubes, cabinet and speaker).

CUSTOM SET BUILDERS SUPPLY CO., 57 Dey St., New York City

145 West 45th Street
New York City
(A few doors East of Broadway)
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Reallocation Requires Greater
Selectivity

HBH

Partial Payment
Plan and

Unit

Money -Back

Guaranty!

Use a Wave Trap. Spend $1.50 to get clear
How to hook up wave trap: disconnect aerial
lead from set. Connect aerial to either post of
the trap, other trap post to "Ant." post of set.
reception.

Turn trap knob until interference disappears. Each
different wave requires a different adjustment.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, New York City
(Just East of Broadway)

1511s Unlit Contrel in
Tation1514110 imam 1e
S.,

Manufactured Under BBL License

:Tat feu UUCP to CMS.)

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City

1-505.101 lot I C Cuml

Fourteen Circuits

Each Shown in Colored Picture Diagram,

-I

(Just East of Broadway)
Check off proper squares below:

quency response and MOST rugged construc-

0 Please ship AT ONCE on 10 -day money -back
guaranty one HRH unit with 10 -ft. cord.
0 65c extra for moulded metal tri-foot mounting
bracket.

postman only $4, plus little extra for postage.
Try this unit for 10 days. If not delighted, return it in that time and get your $4 back

NAME

ance of $1.95 in 90 days.

tion, order an HBH Unit (illustrated). This

to -build circuits, using your own parts.

CITY

Radio

Blueprint Library

of

AC

and

Battery
Hookups, one volume, in FOUR COLORS, is a veritable
encyclopedia of tested DX hookups, with 45 illustrations M
fourteen different circuits, and a textual explanation of
each circuit. Besides, the booklet contains the Story of
Radio, lists of parts for all fourteen circuits, and a
Station Log Chart on which to record the stations you
receive and the dial settings.
This is the very volume you've been wanting for a
long time, and you can get a copy of the latest edition
(1929), Just off the press.

Push out control lever with knob (as at left)
and put wrench on nut. Push down on handle
only (at right), then turn nut left or right.
(-11\ E of the handiest_ tools for a custom set
builder, service man or home constructor
is a BERNARD socket wrench.

It consists of a

which is a

6,A"

long metal tubing in

plunger, controlled by a knob.

The plunger has a gripping, terminal (called a
socket, hence the name 'socket wrench") that

may be expanded or contracted to fit 6/32,
8/32 and 10/32 nuts, the most popular sized

nuts in radio.
Use the knob to push out the plunger, press
down on the handle to grip the nut, then turn
the nut to left for removal or to right for fastening down. Total length, distended, including

stained wooden handle, 10". Gets nicely into
tight places. Send $1 for 8 weeks' mail subscription

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
(Just East of Broadway)
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $1.00 for which please
send me Radio World each week for eight weeks (regular
price, 51.20) and besides send me a FREE copy of the
1929 edition of The Radio Blueprint Library of AC and
Battery Hookups.

E

Name

for RADIO WORLD and get this

wrench FREE.
No other premium with this offer. Present
subscriber may extend subscription by stating
he is one, and entitle himself to this FREE
premium, making $1 remittance.

RADIO WORLD
145 WEST 45TH ST., N. Y. CITY
A few doors east of Broadway

Address

City

GUARANTY

STATE

F
R

Red lines are used in all the diagrams to denote filament leads, light blue lines for grid connections, green lines for plate leads and heavy and
light black lines for the rest. You can't make a
mistake if you let the colors be your guide.

If you keep the unit pay the bal-

10 -DAY MONEY -BACK

SOCKET WRENCH

Colors Prevent Error

The

supplied with 10 -ft. cord. Price $5.95. Pay

promptly.

Get This FREE Book!

Complete AC electric receivers, with B elimin-

is

ADDRESS

Colored Schematic Diagram and Front
Panel Layout

ators included, also AC receivers without B
eliminators, also battery operated models, all easy -

IF you are looking for a unit that gives you
MOST volume, NO trouble, FINEST fre-

State

Note: Present mail subscribers may take advantage of
this offer by putting a cross in this square. 0 Your subscription will be extended eight weeks.

RADIO WORLD, published every Wednesday, dated
of same week, from publication office,
Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation, 145 West 45thSaturday
Street, New York, N. Y., just east of BroadRoland Burke Hennessy, President; M. B. Hennessy, Vice -President; Herman Bernard, Secretary.
Roland Burke Hennessy, Editor; Herman Bernard, Managing Editor; J. E. Anderson, Technical Editor.
way.
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0-600 V. AC and DC

Individual

METERS

High Resistance Meter

For Portable or Panel Use

Same Meter Reads Both
Accurate to 1 per cent,

Complete Kit of Parts for the AC4, less
B eliminator
$36.75
Complete Kit of Parts for AC4, with
National B eliminator (180 v.) including
280 tube
$54.75

Complete Kit of Parts for AC4, with

National B eliminator, 280 tube, cabinet,
three 227 tubes, one 171A tube and Table

Model Polo Speaker (nothing else to

buy)

$75.00

.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street
New York City

High resistance 0-300 Voltmeter,
accurate to 1 %. Measures any
DC voltage to 300, including B
eliminators. Provided with 30"
cord, with luxurious jack tips and
hanger.
Meter full nickel de
luxe finish. No. 346F.

Front and Subpanel
for the

AC4

The 0-600 volt AC and DC meter (Cat. No. $00),

subpanel; other holes drilled
$3.15
SPECIAL: We carry National Velvet B

(type 3580) in stock, also 280 tube. Get our
prices on these. Blueprint for AC4
$1.00

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 W. 45th St., N. Y. City

with 3 -ft. cord, de luxe tips and hanger $7.00.
THE output voltages of all B eliminators, the voltages
of all B batteries, as well as the house current line

voltage, whether AC or DC, and the voltage across power
transformer secondaries, can be accurately measured by
this meter. The 'full scale is 0-600 volts, and this gem
meter measures both AC and DC. Since it is a high
resistance meter, of extraordinary range, and accurate to
1% plus or minus, it is advisable to get this meter for
your testing purposes, since it is like two meters in ens
-AC and DC. You can find trouble more quickly,
Without it you can't tell if a power transformer secondary is

delivering voltage.

10 -day money -back guaranty.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.
(Just East of Broadway)

COILS FOR THE NEW

AC 4

SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143 West 45th Street
N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)

Please ship at once one 0-600 volts AC and DC high
resistance voltmeter, accurate to 1% plus or minus (Cat.
No. 600) ; meter equipped with 3 -ft. cord, moulded tip
receptacles, tips and hanger.
[Put cross in proper square below.]

I

will pay postman $7.00
postage.

plus few

cents

extra

N00

volts,

Address
City

State

WrrT7117111rTITITTWITTIMTVIITTTTTITTWI

NEWS or SCIENCE AND INVENTION or RADIO (San Francisco) or BOYS' LIFE.
Select any TWO of these four publications, each of which will be sent to you (at only
one address, however) each month for twelve months- in other words, 24 issues -if you will
send in now your subscription for RADIO WORLD for two years (104 numbers) at $10.00.
RADIO WORLD'S subscription price for one year is $6.00, so you gain the extra 2 dollars by
taking advantage of the liberal offer for two-year subscriptions; and, besides, you get a subscription for each of the TWO other magazines selected from the enumerated list, making a
total of 128 numbers for $10.00.

If you want to select only one from among the four other magazines, you may obtain .his
one for TWO years, so that you will be subscribing for RADIO WORLD for two years and
for the other magazine for TWO years, all for only $10.00 (both mailed to one address only).
These offers are rightly regarded as among the most liberal ever made, but as they are
limited as to expiration date (see notice below) you must act now.
Please, use the attached coupon.

SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE COUPON

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City (Just East of Broadway) :
Enclosed please find $10.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD each week for two years (104 numbers).
and also send me, without extra cost, each month for one year each of the following TWO
magazines -total,
94 issues -grand total, 128 numbers:

RADIO NEWS

SCIENCE AND INVENTION

RADIO

(San

BOYS' LIFE

DC scale

40 -For testing A and B batteries,

No.
or

put one cross in one square in front of the name

dry

storage, but not for B eliminators; double
reading, 0 -8 volts and 0 -100 volts DC scale
No. 42 -For testing B batteries, dry or stor-

but not for B eliminators; 0-150 volts
DC scale
No. 348 -For testing AC current supply line,

1.25
1.75

age,

0 -150

volts

1.50

4.00

PANEL AC VOLTMETERS

(Panel meters take 2-5/64" hole)
351 -For reading 0-15 volts AC
$2.25
No. 352 -For reading 0 -10 volts AC
2.25
No. 353 -For reading 0-6 volts AO
2.25
(See No. 348 under 'rocket and Portable
No.

Voltmeters.")

volts, $1.00

volts,

1.00

No. 316 -For reading DC voltages, 0-10 volts, 1.00
No. 326 -For reading DC voltages, 0-6 volts, 1.00
No. 397 -For reading DC voltages, 0-50 volts, 1.00
No. 339 -For reading DC voltages, 0-100 volts, 2.25
No, 342 -For reading DC voltages, 0-150 volts, 2.25
No. 340 -For reading DC voltages, double reading, 1-8

volts, 0-100 volts

1.50

VOLTAMMETERS
No. 18 -For testing amperage of dry cell A
batteries and voltage of dry or storage A
batteries, double reading, 0 -8 volts, and
0-40 amperes DC
$1.25
No. 35 -For testing amperage of dry cell A

batteries and voltage of B batteries (not B

eliminators) ; double reading, 0-50 volts, 0-40

amperes DC

1.50

PANEL MILLIAMMETERS
No. 311 -For reading 0-10 milliamperes DC..51.75
No. 325 -For reading 0-25 milliamperes DC.. 1.00
No. 350 -Fes reading 0 -50 milliamperes DC.. 1.00

No. 390 -For reading 0 -100 milliamperes DO.. 1.00
No. 399 -For reading 0 -300 milliamperes DC.. 1.00
No. 394 -For reading 0-400 milliamperes DC.. 1.00
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
No.

218 -For preventing

filament and cathode

excess voltage on the
of AC tubes, by com-

pensating for excess line voltage
No, 1
scale

$5.00

POCKET AMMETER
dry cells, 0 -50 ampere DC

-For testing
pocket

meter

$ .73

6 -VOLT A BATTERY
CHARGE TESTER

No. 23 -For showing when 6 -volt A battery
needs charging and when to stop charging;
shows condition of battery at all times
$1.00

PANEL AMMETER
No.

DC

338 -For reading amperage, 0-10 amperes
$1.00

Immediate Shipment

Francisco)

If you want one of each, put a
in a square next to the name of each of the two other magaatau.
If you want a two-year subscription cross
for ONE of the above magazines, with the two-year subscription for
RADIO WORLD (same grand total of 128 numbers),
put two crosses before the name of one magazine.
If you prefer to pay $6.00 for only one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD (52 numbers)
and get
one of the other magazines for one
year, without extra coat,
of one magazine.

8 -For testing A batteries, dry or storage,
0-8 volts DC scale
$1.00
No. 10 -For testing A batteries, dry or storage,
0-10 volts DC scale
1.00
No. 13 -For testing A batteries, dry or storage, 0-16 volts DC scale
1.00
No. 50 -For testing B batteries, dry or storage, but not for B eliminators, 0-50 volts
DC scale
1.00
No. 39 -For testing B batteries, dry or storage but not for B eliminators, 0-100 volts

for

Name

ONE full year's subscription for any TWO of the following magazines given to you -RADIO

here .

0-500

PANEL VOLTMETERS
No. 335 -For reading DC voltages, 0 -8
No. 310 -For reading DC voltages, 0-10

Cash in on This Offer Now!

cress

above, but

No.

portable,

$7.00 enclosed

Two AC5 (for .0005 mfd.)
@ $1.50 each....$3.00
Two AC3 (for .00035 mfd.)
@ $1.75 each.... 3.50

RADIO WORLD
subserlbers may renew under
this offer. If renewing, out

s

POCKET AND PORTABLE VOLTMETERS

Front panel, drilled for National Drum Dial,
volume control switch, and for "dummy".$2.35
Subpanel, 6x19", cut milk ladel shape, to permit room for B eliminator; 4 sockets built into

Present

347F, same

No.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,

145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Just East of Broadway
Send me the following individual meters (quantity in
square) :

Cat. No.
Cat. No.

Cat. No.
Cat. No.

Cat. No.
Cat. No.

Name
NAME

Street Address
ADDRESS

City

State

THIS OFFER EXPIRES AT NOON ON MARCH 30TH, 1929

CITY

STATE
TEN-DAY MONEY -BACK ABSOLUTE GUARANTY!
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De Luxe Carrying Case FREE
With Each Jiffy Tester Combination!
This Meter Outfit Makes Thirteen Vital Tests
in Only 41/2 Minutes!

INSTRUCTION SHEET GIVES FULL DETAILS OF THESE THIRTEEN TESTS

This housed Jiffy
Tester, with high

The Jiffy Tester
in

resistance v o 1 t meter for measuring B voltages,
including those of
eliminators, is a

its Case is a

Testing Laboratory All by Itself.
Leave the meters

in the case.
plug, attaching
the four - prong

service kit of the

Simply lift out the

highest value. The

,01.01011101111/4.

case is furnished

in a de luxe finish,
with handle. A
patented snaplock
makes it impossible for the lid to
open accidentally.
The Tester and

adapter, if testing

a four -prong tube.
Put plug in socket

of receiver to be

tested; put tube in

Tester socket.

The B voltmeter

high resistance
meter fit so snugly in place that

automatically con-

nects to the proper points when

they will not jar

its tipped leads
are inserted in

in transportation.
A 5 -day money back guaranty at-

the two binding
posts at rear.

taches to ea ch
sale.

Jiffy Tester Combination, shown one-third size, includes 0-10 voltmeter reading AC or DC (same meter reads both); 0-20, 0-100
milliamaseter, with change -over switch; cord and plug with 4 -prong adapter; 0-300 high resistance voltmeter. Price $13.511.
Complete instruction booklet and de luxe carrying case FREE with each order.

Jiffy Tester a Scientific Trouble Shooter
$ 1 3 ,S0
$14-5°
Here Are the Thirteen Vital Tests!

levery service man, custom set builder, home experimenter, student or teacher needs
one of these Jiffy Tester Combinations Amply accurate for this class of work.
You

will

be

well

satisfied

with

assured

5%

plus

or minus accuracy. Jiffy Tube and Set Tester. consisting
of 0-20, 0-100 combination milliammeter, 0-10 AC and
DC voltmeter and 0-300 high resistance voltmeter. De
luxe carrying ease and instruction booklet FREE with
each order. Jiffy Teeter Combination A.

to
measure the filament
tubes;

voltage,

up

to 10

volts,

of

AC and

DC

to measure the plate current of any one tube, including any power tube,
from less than 1 milliampere up to 100 milliamperes;
to measure the total plate current of a receiver or amplifier, up to 100
milliamperes. (Hardly any set draws more);
to measure the B voltage applied to the plate of tube; the voltage across
B batteries or B eliminators, up to 300 volts;
to determine
switch;
to

the

condition

of

a tube,

by

use

of

the grid

bias

measure any tube's electronic emission;

to regulate AC line, with the aid of a power rheostat, using

a

27

tube

as guide;

Note All That You Get!
For $13.50 you receive:
(I) One Two -in -One 0 to 10 voltmeter for AC and DC. Same meter reads both.
Seale especially legible at 11/2 to Pk volts. This meter reads the AC and DC
filament voltages.
(2) One DOUBLE reading DC milllammeter, 0 to 20 and 0 to 100 milliamperes,
with changeover switch. This reads plate current, which is always DC in

all sets
(3) One 0-300 volts high resistance voltmeter, No. 346, with tipped 30" cord
to measure B voltages.
(4) One 3 -prong plug with 30" cord for AC detector tubes, eta., and one
4 -prong

adapter for other tubes.

(5) One grid switch to change bias.
(9) One handsome moire metal ease.
(6) One 5 -prong socket.
(7) One 4 -prong socket
(10) One Instruction sheet.
(II) One de luxe carrying ease.
(8) Two binding posts.
If 0-500 volt 5% accuracy h Igh resistance meter Is preferred to 0-300 volts, add
$1.00, and order Combination C at $14.50.
If 0-500 volt I% accuracy high resistance meter is preferred to 5n/ accuracy
0.500 voltmeter, add $2.00, and order Combination D at $15.50.
[Note-A pair of adapters for UV199 tubes, Cat. No. 999, at $1.00 extra.

These are not sold except with Jiffy Tester Combination.]

The 0-300 high resistance voltmeter in "Jiffy Tester Combination A" is accurate
to 5% plus or minus, no that at maximum reading it is not more than 15
volts off. These desiring a more accurate 0-300 high
resistance meter, never more than 3 volts off, at maximum
reading, should order "Jiffy Tester Combination B,"
which has a 0-300 meter accurate to 1%. at a cost of
f1 extra. Order "Jiffy Tester Combination B." De luxe
carrying case and instruction booklet FREE.

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

to teat continuity of resistors, windings of chokes, transformers
generally;

and

circuits

in bypass and other condensers, se well as in inductances,
resistors and circuits generally;

to find shorts

grid bias voltages. including those obtained through drops in
resistors;
to determine the presence of distortion and overloading;
to read

to

test for correct bias;

to determine starting and stopping of oscillation.

[Note-Instruction booklet fully informs you how to make each and
every one of these tests its a jiffy.]
AM

MEM NMI

I

s

I
I
I

I

4111Mi

/NI I= MIN OM MI =NM

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
143 West 45th Street, New York City.
(Just East of Broadway.)

Please ship at once your Jiffy Tester Combination for which I will pay postman advertised prices, but no shipping charges. (Check off below.)
0 One Jiffy Tester Combination A (0-10 v., 0-20, 0-100 m. a., 0.366 v.,
carrying case, instruction booklet FREE
Price 513.50
0 One Jiffy Tester Combination B (same as above, but with 0-300 voltmeter
accurate to 1%). Price
$14.511
0 One Jiffy Teeter Cernbination C (same as A, except 0-500 voltmeter replaces 0-300). Price
114.50
One Jiffy Tester Combination D (same as C, except 0-500 voltmeter is
El
accurate to 1%). Price
$15.00
0 Pet of 199 adapters. Price
31.00

NAIL
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY
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Coils Built for

Abundant Results!

They Meet the Needs of Battery -Operated or AC Screen Grid
Tubes, and General Purpose Tubes of Battery or AC Types.

Fascinating Color Adorns the Bakelite Form as Well as the Wire Insulation

The DIAMOND Pair

A5

$1 75

Conductively coupled antenna coil, for maximum pickup, where selectivity is not the main
consideration.
Continuous winding in two
colors. Tunes with .0005 mfd.
Model A3, for .00035 mfd.

ACS

. . .

$1.50 SGT5

.

Highly selective antenna coil for any circuit, and interstage coil for AC circuits.
Step-up ratio is 1 -to -8. Tunes with .0005
mfd.

Model AC3, for .00035 mfd

$1.75

$2.00

The maximum volume is obtained by conThis coil, with a continuous winding, delivers
the antenna current and voltage to the grid
without inductive transfer or through a condenser. The volume is so great that you think
you added another stage of audio. However,
the selectivity is less. Also the length of
the antenna affects the tuning. So two taps
are provided-both brought out to binding
posts-and you connect the coil as follows:
Select either terminal of the winding, and
connect it through the binding post to the
grid. Connect the opposite terminal, through
its binding post, to ground. Then connect the
antenna to either of the two remaining binding posts-the one that makes the dial readings more nearly correspond to those of the
next tuned circuit.
ductively coupling the antenna to the grid.

.

$2.75

.

Tuner to work out of a screen grid tube.
The large primary is fixed and is connected in the plate circuit of the screen
grid tube. Tunes with .0005 mfd.
Model SGT3, for .00035 mfd

$3.00

OILS with a purpose, like people with a purpose, succeed best.
For a highly selective four -tube receiver, as great selectivity as

you can command on four tubes with ample speaker volume,
two coils,
AC5 and SGT5, make an unbeatable combination. Dials willthe
track nicely.
Distance will come in easily and loud. Full sensitivity is readily attained.
The AC5 coil is used in the antenna circuit and has a small primary-

six turns-while the secondary has 48 turns, a step-up ratio of l -to -8.
The radio frequency tube is a screen grid which requires a high impedance load on the plate circuit, provided by SGT5 having a 24 -turn

fixed, untuned primary. The secondary is tuned.
Selectivity is what you need, especially with a high -gain circuit, such
as one using a screen grid tube, and this combination of coils not only
gives you that but permits retention of ample-even more than an-431evolume.

And, remember, the dials track nicely!

Data on Coils
The coils are wound on blood -orange Bakelite, with
tuned windings in blue silk insulation, untuned windings in strawberry silk insulation and tickler in
Litzendraht, with gold insulation.
The outside diameter is 21/2 inches.
All

tuners

(I.

e.,

three -circuit coils with rotor

winding) have single hole panel mount.
All other coils have holes for perpendicular or horizontal mounting, and hardware to accomplish this.
All tuned windings are center -tapped.
All coils are sold on a five-day money back guarantee.
It you're not delighted with them, for any
reason, send them back in five days and get your
money back.

The UNIVERSAL Pair

6`,

,

-'6; e 0*

4^/ -HTS
61) 0

0/6,

. $3.00
Tuner to work out

e:// c

100
qte.

4:P

of a

screen grid tube, like
TP5, only tickler is
added. Tunes with

0;54

.00f0r5.

Sf.".
1":

lic/110o0,:t

mfd.
o;3.50..

0/0 N.,
C/O,

RFS

.

. .

.

$I 1.50

Excellently selective antenna coil for any
circuit, and interstage coil for any battery
operated receiver, excepting output of
screen grid tube. Tunes with .0005 mfd.
Model RF3, for .00035 mfd

TPS

$3.00

Interstage coupler to work out of a screen
grid tube, where the primary in the plate
circuit is tuned, the secondary, in the next
grid circuit, untuned. Tunes with .0005.

$1.75
Model TP3, for .00035 mfd
$3,25
Enormous amplification, with more than moderate selectivity, is achieved by circuits
using these two coils-RF5 and TP5. The primary of the interstage coil, TP5, is on
the outside and is tuned. It is center -tapped. The secondary, on the inside, is untuned.
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COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
for the New, Highly Selective

SCREEN GRID
DIAMOND
(Four -Tube Battery Model)
Exactly as
Specified by
Herman Bernard
1-1, Net

Tor:ANY Tube
D.C. orA.C.

New

Powertone

AMPERITE automatic filament

control increases tube efficiency
and lengthens tube life. 81.1(1
with mounting (in U. S. A.)

Cone or Cloth Diaphragm Speaker

Unit

With 5 -foot cord, less bracket,
apex, chuck and nut. Cat. PA.

eompany

$3.00

ROTRANKLIN ST,.

FREE Nero "Amps's*.
Blue Book" of latest rainformation and cif
nit diagrams.
dio

$2q.00

Write Dept RW 4

,RITE

WHAT YOU GET:
LIL2-Antenna coil (AC5).

gheSELFIXDAJgb146" Rheostat

L2L3L4--Ssreen grid tuner (SGT5).

CI-Aerovox .0005 fixed.
C2-Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Midline.
C3, C4-Two Aerovox .006 mfd.
C5-Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Midline.
C6-Aerovox .00025 mfd. with clips.
C7-Aerovox .0005 mfd. fixed.

YOU MUST GET
THIS BOOK!

Al -622 Amperlte with mount.
A2, A3, A4-Three IA Amperites, three mounts.
RI -50 ohm Frost rheostat.
R2-5 meg. Lynch metallized leak.
T1, T2-Two National A100 audios.
Ant.. Gnd.. Sp. -. SP. + posts.
PI-Jewel window and lamp.

Sw-A battery switch.

DRAKE'S RADIO
CYCLOPEDIA
(New Edition)

7 x 21 inch front panel.
with four
subpanel, self -bracketing,
inch
10 x 20
sockets affixed; subpanel hardware, insulated bushings, washers.

Two dials with pointers.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
New York City

Just East of Broadway
New Moulded tri-foot bracket, fits Powertone,

Screen Grid DIAMOND
(Four Tubes)

$ 1 .00
RADIO WORLD
New York City
145 West 45th Street
Few Doors East of Broadway

Polo, B.B.L., Bridle, Paratone and other units.
Sc6
Cat. BA

BUILD A 24 -INCH
TONE!

NEW
POWERTONE
UNIT
with 5 -ft. cord
Designed Front Sheet

Plain Rear Sheet
Radio Cement
Mounting Bracket
Apex
Chuck

Nut

Tri-Foot Pedestal
Instruction Sheet
ALL FOR ONLY

$6®
REMARKABLE GUARANTY!
This 24" Cone Speaker Kit is sent complete,
as listed, carefully packed. Order one sent

C. 0. D.

only from dozens
of scattered sources.
Hach rule. fact, method,

You Cannot Buy a Better Unit
at Anywhere Near This Price!

BOOK IS 21/2" THICK, and separated from everyWEIGHS 33/4 LBS.. 1,025 thing else by placing all

The 1929 Model Powertone Unit, that drives any
cone or similar type speaker, is an extremely
sensitive and faithful reproducer. The magnet
coil (the black ring under the pin in illustration)
is wound to higher impedance than is ordinarily
encountered. Volume is greater. The unit has
an adjustable armature.

10c.

NEW YORK CITY

which

subjects in alphabetical
order with moss references
imaginable
far
every
be
might
the information

This alphabetical arrangement lets the experienced
worker refer directly to the one thing In which he
Is Interested at the moment without hunting through
non -essentials. The needs of the beginner are cared
for.

The important articles deal primarlly with receivers
They do not stop with the electrical
but go also into the mechanics of construction.
Every new thing In radio is covered in detail.
1,680 Alphabetleal Beadles from A -battery t
Zero Beat
Illustrations,

Diagrams,

Layouts

and

920 rages, Each 6 by 9 Inches

240

Combinations

ter

Receiver

Graphs

Layouts

OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES
1511 lenient service men, 126 help the set builder,
182 nets tne experimenter. 155 Interest the student,
75

City

State

Please look at the subscription date stamped on
your last wrapper, and if that date indicates that
your subscription is about to expire, please send
remittance to cover your renewal.
In this way you will get your copies without
interruption and keep your file complete.
Subscription Department, Radio World, 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
RADIO WORLD, published every Wednesday,
dated Saturday of same week, from publication
office, Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation,
145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y., just east
of Broadway. Roland Burke Hennessy, President:
M. B. Hennessy, Vice -President; Herman Bernard, Secretary. Roland Burke Hennessy, Editor;
Herman Bernard, Managing Editor; J. E. Ander-

assist

In

sales

work.

73

Interest

set

capers.

Radio Werld: The most suitable volume for those

who want the facts stripped as far as possible of
intricacies. Useful addition to any library."
Radio Broadcast: "The reviewer does not believe
that a more satisfactory addition to the experimenter's
library in any one volume can be made."

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO..
145 W. 45th St., Plea York, N. Y. (Mt E. .f (Tway)
Please mall me at once the new
Gentlemen:
(second) edition of "Drake's Radio Cyclopedia," by
Harold P. Manly, just published, with all the latest
technical Information in It. I will pay the postman
$6.00 plus a few cents extra for postage. It I am
not delighted, I may return the book in five days
and you will promptly refund my purchase money.
Name
Address

State

City

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY!

son, Technical Editor; Anthony Sodaro, Art Editor.

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD

Bernard's Economy 3
PHILIP COHEN

under

name
classed.

1025

145 West 45th Street, New York City
(Just East of Broadway)

FOR

(Suite 1214) 145 WEST 45th ST.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

fi

Address

Just East of Broadway

Price $1.00

plan, layout and diagram
Is instantly picked out

end,

Name

GUARANTY RADIP GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET

BLUEPRINT

able

and reception.

Goods Co.

145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)
Please mail me at once C.O.D. (Check off).
CI One Powertone Unit alone, Cat. PA. @ $3.00.
El One Tri-foot Bracket, Cat. BA @ 65c.
0 One Apex, one Chuck, one Thumbscrew, Cat. AA.

SEND NO MONEY!
Build the speaker. If not overjoyed at
results, return the built-up speaker in five
days and get ALL your mi ney back!

N. Y. City

material formerly obtain-

10c

Apex, Thumbscrew and Chuck. Cat. AA
(Note: Cat. AA not sold alone.)

Guaranty Rattle

CONE-LOWEST COST

salesmen

students.

ers.

and operators of receiving
equipment and to allow
all these to have instant
access to the information
they want. The author.
Harold P. Manly, has
collected and translated
into plain Minglish the

145 West 45th Street

BLUEPRINT of the
New, Highly Selective

&vowed to

the questions of

aervice men. custom set
builders and home constructors, of experiment-

One roll stranded Braidite.
Hammariund 70 mmfd. Equalizer.

FINEST

been

has

answer

Two knobs.

FOR

NEW YORK

Please send me RADIO WORLD for
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Single Copy
$ .15
Three Months
1.50
Six Months
3.00
One Year, 52 Issues
6.00
Add $1.00 a Year for Foreign
Postage; 50c for Canadian Postage.

please find enclosed

months, for which

RADIO WORLD
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Choose Your Speaker from This Complete Array!
EXPONENTIAL
TYPE HORNS

Modern acoustical science is striving to equal the
performance of a large air column horn with

powerful unit, while the horn enjoys its rightful
popularity with trained experts. The larger the
horn, the better, hence
we offer two models:
with 7% ft. tone

one

travel, the other (where

space permits) with 10 ft.
tone travel. The material used is patented
Racon. Nozzle is standard size.

Cat. 200
$7.50 Net
This .,e(n has a 92 -inch air column. No resonance peaks.
18"x18". Depth, 1334". Weight, 5 lbs.

Driving motor,
the
unit
needed to work the air column
horns. Standard size thread.

Front,

Cat. 203.

Cat. 300
$10.50 Net

Price, $3.50 net.

The larger horn is preferable, where space permits. Air column, 120".
Front, 18"x18". Depth, 13". Weight, 7 lbs.

DYNAMIC
CHASSES

and Baffle

The dynamic speaker is the
most popular one by far, and
here is your opportunity to

get a real fine chassis at
low

a

price. Cat. 110 A.C.
operates directly from the
110 -volt A.C. (alternating current) lamp socket, to which
built-in plug is connected,
while the tipped cords go to
your receiver output. Dry
rectifier and output transformer built in this model.

Cat. 110 A.C.; Price, $20.50 Net

Those whose place

is

wired with

110 -volt D.C. (direct current)
use Cat. 110 D.C. @ $17.50should
net.
Those who have no electricity
should use the model that works
from a 6 -volt storage battery.
Cat. 6 D.C. @ $14.75 net.
At left is illustrated an 18"x18"

New Model Polo Speaker, with
five-ply veneer walnut housing,
moulded, decorated metal front

baffle, Cat. 111, with cane sides and
top, for any dynamic
Specify speaker. Walnut speaker.
5
ply
veneer. Price $11.00 net.

Cat. 113
Price, $13.50 Net

piece, and containing Polo Twin
Magnet Unit and Burtex Cone.
All ready to play.
Stands 150 volts without

filtering.
Will
work fine from any output tube, from 201A to
a pair of push-pull

250s, without rattling.

Cat. 111; Price, $11.00 Net

Cat. 110 A. C.

shown inside, $20.50 extra.

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES.
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City

(Just East of Broadway)
Please send me at once on 5 -day money -back guarantee
the following (check off):

Cat. No. 200
Cat. 500

Cat. No. 110 A.C.
Cat. No. 110 D.C.
Cat. No. 6 D.C.
Cat. No. 300

Please send C.O.D.
Remittance enclosed.

-

Cat. No. 111
Cat. No. 113
Cat. No. 114
Cat. 114A

Cat.

115

Cat. 116
Cat. No. 203

Polo Twin Magnet Unit-weight, 314 lbs., or twice as
heavy as ordinary unit. Twin magnets double sensitivity.
This unit gives more volume, clearer tone, and stands the
gaff. Supplied with 10 -ft.

Name

cord.

Address

City

Cat. 114
Price, $9.25 Net

Please sand prepaid.

Cat. 114.

Tri-foot molded unbreakable metal mounting bracket and
apex constitute Cat. 114A.,@ $0.75.
State

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Cat. 115; Price, $11.50 Net
Mold

9" spider, unbreakable metal, with
Burtex
cone and felt ring and apex, and
Polo
Unit mounted
assembly,
whiqi stands on own onfeet.the Cat.
115.
Spider assembly (Cat. 115 less
unit).
Cat. 116

(4)

$3.50.

